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We present a detailed study of thermal transport in the disordered Fermi liquid with short-range interactions.
At temperatures smaller than the impurity scattering rate, i.e., in the diffusive regime, thermal conductivity
acquires nonanalytic quantum corrections. When these quantum corrections become large at low temperatures,
the calculation of thermal conductivity demands a theoretical approach that treats disorder and interactions on
an equal footing. In this paper, we develop such an approach by merging Luttinger’s idea of using gravitational
potentials for the analysis of thermal phenomena with a renormalization group calculation based on the Keldysh
nonlinear sigma model. The gravitational potentials are introduced in the action as auxiliary sources that couple
to the heat density. These sources are a convenient tool for generating expressions for the heat density and
its correlation function from the partition function. Already in the absence of the gravitational potentials,
the nonlinear sigma model contains several temperature-dependent renormalization group charges. When the
gravitational potentials are introduced into the model, they acquire an independent renormalization group flow.
We show that this flow preserves the phenomenological form of the correlation function, reflecting its relation to
the specific heat and the constraints imposed by energy conservation. The main result of our analysis is that the
Wiedemann-Franz law holds down to the lowest temperatures even in the presence of disorder and interactions
and despite the quantum corrections that arise for both the electric and thermal conductivities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Low-temperature transport in disordered conductors is
determined by the slow diffusive dynamics of electrons.
Frequent scattering of electrons on impurities is responsible
for the diffusive motion on long time scales; the existence
of gapless diffusion modes in the system is guaranteed by
conservation laws, such as the conservation of particle number,
energy, or spin. Impurity scattering, besides the electron-
electron interaction, also causes a coupling of the diffusion
modes. It is this coupling of the modes in combination
with their slow dynamics that gives rise to a nonanalytic
temperature dependence in a number of physical quantities,
including the conductivity, tunneling density of states, and
the specific heat [1–6]. The complex interplay of diffusion
modes is elegantly captured in a field theoretic approach to
disordered electron systems, the so-called nonlinear sigma
model (NLσM). For noninteracting systems, the NLσM
was introduced by Wegner [7] and further developed by a
number of authors [8–11]. The formalism was generalized to
interacting systems by Finkel’stein [12]. When the coupling
of diffusion modes is neglected, the NLσM for interacting
systems describes transport on the level of the microscopic
Fermi liquid theory. Therefore the sigma model is a convenient
starting point for a renormalization group (RG) analysis, which
sums the logarithmic divergencies arising in two dimensions
(2d), or near the metal-insulator transition.

For interacting systems, the RG analysis results in coupled
flow equations for the diffusion constant, the frequency, and the
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interaction constants [12–15]. The calculation of correlation
functions provides a bridge between the microscopic theory
and phenomenology. It helps to identify and calculate phys-
ical quantities. For example, the density-density correlation
function can be employed for the RG analysis of electric
transport [12–14]. In this paper, following the same idea,
we develop an RG approach to thermal transport in the
disordered Fermi liquid by analyzing the heat density-heat
density correlation function. A short account of our findings
was presented in Ref. [16].

The thermal conductivity κ characterizes the heat current
flowing in a sample in response to a temperature gradient

jk = −κ∇T . (1)

In a Fermi liquid, there exists a fixed relation between electric
and thermal conductivities. This so-called Wiedemann-Franz
law [17] (WFL) reads as κ = L0σT , where L0 = π2/3e2 is
the Lorenz number, e is the electron charge, σ is the electric
conductivity and T is the temperature. The validity of the
WFL in an ordinary Fermi liquid is closely connected with
the quasiparticle description [18,19]. Experimental tests of
the WFL through simultaneous measurements of electric and
thermal transport are, therefore, an important tool for the
detection of non-Fermi liquid behavior [20–24]. In this paper,
we address the question whether quantum corrections can lead
to a violation of the WFL in the disordered Fermi liquid at low
temperatures.

In order to study a possible violation of the WFL, one has
to analyze the logarithmic singularities arising in interacting
disordered systems for the electric and heat conductivities
on an equal footing. This task requires to extend the RG
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analysis to the heat transport. As concerns the theoretical
description of heat transport, one may distinguish two types of
approaches: the Kubo formalism in the framework of linear
response theory and the quantum kinetic equation. In the
kinetic equation approach one expresses the heat current or
density in terms of the nonequilibrium electron distribution
function. The distribution function itself is found as the
solution of a quantum kinetic equation, to be derived from the
microscopic model. Unfortunately, the kinetic equation is not
well-suited for the summation of the logarithmic singularities.
Instead, we will make use of the Kubo formalism to implement
the RG technique in the analysis of the thermal transport. The
calculation based on Kubo formulas typically proceeds via
the heat current-heat current or the heat density-heat density
correlation functions. It, therefore, requires microscopic ex-
pressions for the heat density or heat current as a starting
point.

In the original works on the RG analysis for electric con-
ductivity and spin susceptibility, a linear response formulation
based on the density-density [12,13] and spin density-spin
density [14,25] correlation functions was developed. The idea
is to work with electric potentials and magnetic Zeeman fields
as auxiliary source fields coupling to the charge and spin
densities in the action. The correlation function can then be
generated via a differentiation of the partition function with
respect to these fields. During the course of the RG analysis,
the renormalization of the source fields needs to be monitored
together with that of the other charges. At the end of the
procedure, the correlation function can be calculated at the
new scale, and the corresponding physical quantity can be
extracted.

A similar path can be taken for thermal transport. Following
an idea by Luttinger, we include a gravitational potential into
the theory [26–28], which couples to the heat density and
plays the role of a “mechanical” source for thermal transport.
Starting from this microscopic formulation, we then derive a
NLσM in the presence of the gravitational potentials. This
derivation is complicated by the fact that the gravitational
potential couples to the disorder term in the action, i.e., that
the heat density contains the disorder potential explicitly.
This complication was already noticed by Castellani and
coworkers [29] in their calculation of the heat density-heat
density correlation function. In their work, a diagrammatic
method was introduced in order to circumvent this problem.
However, the use of this strategy for the functional formulation
and thereby for the RG calculation based on the NLσM is not
obvious. In order to overcome the mentioned difficulties, we
devise a transformation that allows to remove the gravitational
field from the disorder term at the expense of introducing terms
nonlinear in the gravitational potentials. The resulting theory
then allows for a comprehensive RG analysis.

Unfortunately, the microscopic expression for the heat den-
sity is more complicated than its analog for electric transport,
the charge density. The quantum mechanical expression for
the heat density generically contains pieces that are quartic in
the electron creation and annihilation operators, in addition to
quadratic ones. Correspondingly, the theory does not contain
a single but several vertices originating from the microscopic
heat density operator. As a consequence, the main focus of the
RG procedure shifts towards the analysis of vertex corrections.

The action of the extended NLσM contains several terms
hosting the gravitational potential, and one should distinguish
these potentials for the RG analysis. In this formulation of the
problem, the study of vertex corrections corresponds to the
problem of finding the flow of the gravitational potentials in
the extended sigma model.

The flow of the different renormalization group charges
and potentials in the model is not completely arbitrary. The
energy conservation law imposes an important constraint on
the form of the correlation function calculated on the basis
of the renormalized model. In addition, the static limit of the
correlation function is directly related to the specific heat.
The consistency of this result with a direct calculation of the
specific heat based on the heat density allows for an additional
cross-check.

The key result of our analysis is the validity of the
WFL in the case of short-range interactions [30]. The WFL
holds despite the strong renormalizations of the electric and
thermal conductivities as well as of the specific heat at low
temperatures. Technically, this result is a consequence of the
fact that from the very beginning the system is located at an
RG-fixed point with respect to the flow of the gravitational
potentials. As we have discussed in Ref. [16], this structure is
intimately connected with the conservation of energy.

The thermal conductivity of a disordered electron system
has been studied in the framework of the RG in Ref. [29]. Our
analysis differs in several respects; the authors of Ref. [29] did
not employ the NLσM approach, but based their work on the
Matsubara diagrammatic technique. Unlike the analysis of the
extended NLσM presented below, this type of consideration
relies on the assumption that the main building blocks of the
theory are known and it is rather difficult in this framework
to detect additional charges that can be generated during the
course of the RG (for a more detailed discussion of this point
see Sec. VIII). It is the purpose of the present work to firmly
establish the structure of the renormalized theory.

A thorough understanding of the structure of the theory is
also desirable for a second reason. The WFL turns out to be
valid in the short-range case only. Indeed, several perturbative
studies of thermal transport in the presence of long-range
Coulomb interactions [28,31–36] reported a violation of the
WFL. It has become clear that in the presence of the Coulomb
interaction scattering processes with small energy transfers,
which are outside the RG interval, become important and
give rise to additional logarithmic corrections violating the
WFL [28,31–36]. Even though no indication of a violation
of the WFL in the absence of the Coulomb interaction was
found in these works, conclusions about its validity in the
short-range case can be drawn from them only within the
realm of perturbation theory. The point is that in the mentioned
works, corrections to the interaction amplitudes as well as the
frequency renormalization, which is of particular importance
for heat transport, were not considered. To put the validity
of the WFL in a system with short-range interactions on a
more solid ground, one has to go beyond the perturbation
theory and perform a comprehensive RG analysis of the
problem. Furthermore, this analysis is expected to consti-
tute an important building block for further extensions of
the theory to electron systems with long-range Coulomb
interactions.
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In this manuscript, the main object of interest will be
the heat density-heat density correlation function. Formal
properties of this correlation function as well as its relation to
the specific heat and to the heat conductivity will be discussed
in Sec. II. In Sec. III B, we introduce the so-called gravitational
potentials. These are auxiliary source fields coupled to the
heat density. We also derive the Keldysh NLσM in the
presence of the gravitational potentials. In the absence of
the gravitational potentials, the derivation of the Keldysh
NLσM together with the one-loop RG calculation have been
presented in detail in our recent paper [37]. Here, we follow
the procedure and notations introduced there. In Sec. IV, we
discuss the main building blocks for the RG analysis in the
presence of the gravitational potentials. The calculation itself
is then presented in Sec. V, it focuses around the dynamical
part of the correlation function. The final result of the RG
analysis, the occurrence of a fixed point in the RG flow of
the gravitational potentials, can be found in Sec. V D. We
proceed with an analysis of the specific heat in Sec. VI. We
check that the relation of the specific heat to the static part
of the correlation function is maintained during the course
of the RG procedure. In Sec. VII, we combine the static
and dynamical parts of the heat density correlation function
in order to find the thermal conductivity. We conclude this
section with a discussion of the validity of the WF law in the
case of short-range interactions. We summarize in Sec. VIII.
In Appendix A, we discuss an auxiliary relation between the
specific heat measured at constant particle number and that
measured at constant chemical potential. This relation is used
in Sec. II B. In Appendix B, we comment upon additional terms
that could be generated in the course of the RG procedure in
the presence of the gravitational potentials; we argue that these
terms do not appear.

II. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND THE HEAT
DENSITY-HEAT DENSITY CORRELATION FUNCTION

A. Model

We introduce the Keldysh partition function Z and the
action S for a disordered Fermi liquid system as follows:

Z =
∫

D[ψ,ψ†] exp(iS[ψ†,ψ]), (2)

S[ψ†,ψ] =
∫
C
dt

∫
r

(ψ†
x i∂tψx − k(x)). (3)

Here, ψx = (ψ↑(x),ψ↓(x))T and ψ
†
x = (ψ∗

↑(x),ψ∗
↓(x)) are

vectors of Grassmann fields for the spin-up ↑ and spin-down
↓ components of the fermions, and x = (r,t). Further,

k(x) = h(x) − μn(x), (4)

where μ is the chemical potential and the Hamiltonian density
h = h0 + hint describes a Fermi liquid in the presence of a
disorder potential udis. We split h into two components, the
noninteracting part h0 describes free propagation of particles
and hint specifies the interparticle interaction

h0(x) = 1

2m∗ ∇ψ†
x∇ψx + udis(r)n(x), (5)

hint(x) = 1

4
n(x)

(
F

ρ

0 /ν
)
n(x) + s(x)

(
Fσ

0 /ν
)
s(x). (6)

Here, F
ρ,σ

0 are the Fermi-liquid parameters for the singlet and
triplet channels, and ν is the single particle density of states at
the Fermi level per spin direction. We also used the following
expressions for the number and spin densities:

n(x) = ψ†
xσ0ψx, s(x) = 1

2ψ†
xσψx. (7)

For the sake of simplicity, the disorder potential will be chosen
as delta-correlated white noise,

〈udis(r)udis(r′)〉 = 1

2πντ
δ(r − r′), 〈udis(r)〉 = 0, (8)

where τ is the scattering time and the angular brackets
symbolize averaging over different realizations of the disorder
potential. It will be assumed in the following that disorder is
weak in the sense that εF τ 	 1, where εF is the Fermi energy.

In this work, we use the so-called Keldysh technique
[38–41]. The action S in Eq. (3) is defined on the Keldysh
contour C, which consists of the forward (+) and backward
(−) time paths. For the analysis of thermal transport, which is
the purpose of this paper, it is important to note that k(x) in
Eqs. (3) and (4) is the heat-density. In the following section, we
will discuss the heat-density heat-density correlation function
and its connection with the thermal conductivity. One of
the advantages of the Keldysh approach is that correlation
functions are calculated directly in real time, thereby rendering
the analytical continuation unnecessary.

B. Heat density-heat density correlation function

We follow the strategy developed for the electric and spin
transport. For that, one may consider the density-density or the
spin density-spin density correlation functions, respectively.
To this end, it is convenient to introduce source fields coupled
to n(x) and s(x). The correlation functions can then be
generated via differentiation with respect to the corresponding
sources. Similarly, in this work, the main object of interest will
be the retarded heat density-heat density correlation function,
defined as

χkk(x1,x2) = −iθ (t1 − t2)〈[k̂(x1),k̂(x2)]〉T . (9)

In this formula, k̂ = ĥ − μn̂ is the heat density operator;
ĥ and n̂ are the operators of the Hamiltonian density and
particle density, respectively. By θ (t) we denote the Heaviside
step function. The angular brackets symbolize the grand
canonical thermal averaging, 〈. . . 〉T = tr [ρ̂ . . . ], and ρ̂ is the
corresponding statistical operator,

ρ̂ = e−βK̂

tr[e−βK̂ ]
, K̂ = Ĥ − μN̂, (10)

where Ĥ and N̂ are the Hamiltonian and the particle number
operator, and β = 1/T .

In the case of disordered systems, the average over impurity
configurations should also be included in the averaging proce-
dure. As a result, one may introduce the Fourier transform of
the correlation function as

χkk(x1,x2) =
∫

q,ω

χkk(q,ω)eiq(r1−r2)−iω(t1−t2). (11)
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Let us note the following, two important properties:

χkk(q = 0,ω → 0) = 0, (12)

χkk(q → 0,ω = 0) = −cμT . (13)

These properties are generic and independent of the details of
the model. Indeed, the first relation is a consequence of the
conservation laws for energy and particle number. It is easily
understood when noticing that k̂(q,t) approaches K̂ in the limit
q → 0. In turn, K̂ commutes with the statistical operator. Then
the relation given in Eq. (12) follows immediately. The second
relation in Eq. (13) states that in the static limit the correlation
function is directly related to cμ, the specific heat (per unit
volume) at constant chemical potential μ,

cμ = ∂〈k̂〉T
∂T

∣∣∣∣
μ,V

= −T

V
∂2
T �. (14)

Here, ˆ〈k〉T and � are the heat density and the grand canonical
potential, V is the volume. The stated relation can most
easily be confirmed in the imaginary time representation for
the correlation function. In a similar way, the static limit of
the density density and spin-density spin-density correlation
functions are also related to thermodynamic susceptibilities:
to the compressibility and the spin susceptibility, respectively.
One may distinguish cμ from the specific heat at constant
particle number, cN . In fact, at low enough temperatures,
the difference between cμ and cN can be neglected, see
Appendix A. In the following, we will therefore denote the
specific heat simply as c.

We will now establish a connection between the heat-
density correlation function and the main quantity of our
interest, namely thermal conductivity. All our considerations
will be restricted to linear response. Let us first introduce
the following short-hand notation for retarded correlation
functions:

〈〈A(r,t),B(r′,t ′)〉〉 ≡ −iθ (t − t ′)〈[A(r,t),B(r′,t ′)]〉, (15)

where the time evolution is governed by K̂ . Assume now
that a perturbation induced by the so-called gravitational
potential [26–28] is added:

δK̂ =
∫

r
k̂(r)η(r,t)etδ. (16)

Here, the infinitesimal δ > 0 ensures the vanishing of the
perturbation in the distant past t → −∞. The gravitational
potential η couples to the heat-density operator.

In linear response theory, the following relation may be
established between the average heat current jk(x) and the
gravitational potential η(x):

jk(x) =
∫

r′

∫ ∞

−∞
dt ′〈〈ĵk(x),k̂(x ′)〉〉η(x ′) eδt ′ . (17)

Here, we rely on the fact that the average current vanishes in the
absence of the perturbation. Assuming translational invariance
(resulting after the averaging over disorder), one may write

jk(q,ω) = 1

V

∫
τ

〈〈ĵk(q),k̂(−q)〉〉(τ )η(q,ω)eiω+τ

= iq
V q2

∫
τ

〈〈 ˙̂k(q),k̂(−q)〉〉(τ )η(q,ω)eiω+τ . (18)

Here, we wrote ω+ = ω + iδ. In the second step, the continuity
equation for the heat current operator was used (this relation
may be viewed as the definition of this operator).

Making use of relation (15), a partial integration in τ

may be performed. While the boundary term vanishes due
to the presence of the damping factor exp(−δτ ), one should
remember to pick up a contribution from the θ function. The
result is

jk(q,ω) = −i

V q2
[−〈[k̂(q,0),k̂(−q,0)]〉

+ω〈〈k̂(q),k̂(−q)〉〉(ω)][iqη(q,ω)]. (19)

A comparison to particle transport is useful in connection with
the first term in the square brackets. Particle transport can be
studied with the help of the same formalism. To this end, the
heat current jk and heat density k should be replaced by the
particle current j and particle density n, and the gravitational
potential η by a potential φ coupling linearly to n. In this case,
however, the equal-time commutator of densities (the analog of
the first term in square brackets) vanishes identically, because
the density operators at different space-points commute.
This is not the case for the heat densities under study
here.

It is worth mentioning that the frequency term in
the square brackets of Eq. (19) obeys 〈〈k̂(q),k̂(−q)〉〉∗ω =
〈〈k̂(q),k̂(−q)〉〉−ω, while the equal-time term is purely real.
As a result, in the static limit, ω → 0, the frequency term
determines a real contribution in the response to −∇η,
while the equal time term yields only a much smaller
imaginary contribution, in which we will not be interested in
anymore.

So far, the gravitational potential was just a theoretical
construct, allowing us to formulate a linear response theory for
the heat current. The crucial step is to establish a connection
between the response to the gravitational potential η and
the response to a temperature variation δT . As argued by
Luttinger [26] (see also the discussion in Ref. [27]), the
respective responses to δT and T η may be identified, i.e.,
we may replace η → δT /T in Eq. (19). The reasoning is
analogous to the derivation of the Einstein relation, which
connects the electric conductivity and the diffusion coefficient.
The argument is based on the idea that under equilibrium
conditions the heat flow caused by an external gravitational
potential is precisely compensated by a heat flow caused by the
induced variation of temperature δT = −T η. Concerning the
sign of the response, note that in equilibrium the two currents
flow in opposite directions. When considering the response
to the gravitational potential substituting the temperature
gradient, one should therefore replace η → δT /T as stated
above. For the purpose of finding the heat conductivity from the
dynamical heat density-heat density correlation function, one
needs to extend this replacement to small but finite frequencies,
η(q,ω) → δT (q,ω)/T .

The (static) heat conductivity κ may now be defined as
the real part of the coefficient relating jk and −∇T . In this
step, it is important that the limit q → 0 should be taken
before ω → 0. Remember in this respect that, as discussed
above, the equal-time commutator of heat densities does not
contribute to the real part. As a result, one arrives at the
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relation [29]

κ = − 1

V T
lim
ω→0

lim
q→0

(
ω

q2
Im[〈〈k̂(q),k̂(−q)〉〉(ω)]

)

= − 1

T
lim
ω→0

lim
q→0

(
ω

q2
Im[χkk(q,ω)]

)
. (20)

The heat conductivity κ may therefore be obtained from
the heat density-heat density correlation function. This basic
formula serves as the starting point for the calculation of κ in
this paper.

For heat transport in the disordered Fermi-liquid, one
expects that in the low-temperature limit T  1/τtr, where τtr

is the transport scattering time, the heat-density heat-density
correlation function has a diffusive form [29]:

χkk(q,ω) = −T c
Dkq2

Dkq2 − iω
. (21)

Note that this form fully respects the two general constraints
displayed in Eqs. (12) and (13). Decomposing χkk into a
static and a dynamical part, χkk = χ st

kk + χ
dyn
kk , one finds two

relations, which generalize the ones given in Eqs. (12) and (13):

χ
dyn
kk (q,ω) = −T c

iω

Dkq2 − iω
, (22)

χ st
kk = lim

q→0
lim
ω→0

χkk(q,ω) = −T c. (23)

We observe that the knowledge of the dynamical part of
the heat density-heat density correlation function alone is
sufficient for finding the heat conductivity and the specific
heat:

κ = − 1

T
lim
ω→0

lim
q→0

(
ω

q2
Im

[
χ

dyn
kk (q,ω)

]) = cDk, (24)

c = 1

T
lim
ω→0

lim
q→0

χ
dyn
kk (q,ω). (25)

III. DERIVATION OF THE SIGMA-MODEL IN THE
PRESENCE OF THE GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIALS

Starting from the model specified in Sec. II A, we introduce
slowly time-dependent gravitational potentials as source fields
into the action. Unfortunately, the derivation of the NLσM on
the basis of the resulting action is complicated by the fact that
the sources are also coupled to the disorder potential. Therefore
we first introduce a transformation of the fermionic fields that
removes the sources from the disorder-dependent part of the
action. This new representation allows us to obtain the NLσM
for interacting fermions in the presence of the gravitational
potentials following the standard route.

A. The fermionic action with gravitational potentials

It is convenient to separate fields on the forward path
(+) and on the backward path (−) of the Keldysh contour.
Using this notation, the action in the absence of gravitational
potentials can be written as

S[ �ψ†, �ψ] =
∫ ∞

−∞
dt(L[ψ†

+,ψ+] − L[ψ†
−,ψ−]), (26)

where L = ∫
r (ψ†

x i∂tψx − k(x)). Introducing the heat den-
sities for each of the paths, k+ = k[ψ̄+,ψ+] and k− =
k[ψ̄−,ψ−], one may define the classical (cl) and quantum
components (q) of the heat density symmetrized over the two
paths of the contour, kcl/q = 1

2 (k+ ± k−). In the functional
integral approach, the average heat density 〈k̂(r)〉T can be
calculated as 〈kcl(x)〉, and the retarded correlation function
can be obtained as χkk(x1,x2) = −2i〈kcl(x1)kq(x2)〉, where the
averaging 〈. . . 〉 is with respect to the action of Eq. (26); see,
e.g., Ref. [41], and Sec. III A of Ref. [37].

To study the heat-density correlation functions, we intro-
duce the following source term into the action:

Sη = −2
∫

x

[η2(x)kcl(x) + η1(x)kq(x)], (27)

and generate the observable quantities as

〈kcl(x)〉 = i

2

δZ
δη2(x)

∣∣∣∣
η1=η2=0

, (28)

χkk(x1,x2) = i

2

δ2Z
δη2(x1)δη1(x2)

∣∣∣∣
η2=η1=0

, (29)

where the partition function Z in the presence of the source
fields is defined as Z = ∫

D[ �ψ†, �ψ] exp(iS + iSη).
In order to write the action in a compact form and to

prepare the derivation of the nonlinear sigma model, we group
the fermionic fields on the forward and backward paths into
a vector �ψ = (ψ+,ψ−)T . The interaction part hint will be
decoupled with Hubbard-Stratonovich fields ϑl

± acting on the
four (singlet and triplet) densities for each of the paths; the
density index l counts four components, l = 0 − 3. We further
define matrices ϑ̂ and η̂′ acting in the space of fields �ψ :

ϑ̂ l =
(

ϑl
+ 0
0 ϑl

−

)
, η̂′ =

(
η1 + η2 0

0 η1 − η2

)
, (30)

so that the action S in the presence of the source fields is
written as

S[ �ψ†, �ψ,�ϑ,η̂′]

=
∫

x

�ψ†(i∂t − [udis − μ](1 + η̂′) + ϑ̂ lσ l)σ̂3 �ψ

−
∫

x

1

2m∗ ∇ψ̄(1 + η̂′)σ̂3∇ψ + 1

2

∫
x

�ϑT f −1

1 + η̂′ σ̂3 �ϑ.

(31)

Here, and in the following, we write
∫
t
= ∫ ∞

−∞ dt and
∫
x

= ∫
r,t .

The four Pauli matrices σ l act in spin space (↑,↓), while
σ̂3 is the third Pauli matrix acting in the space of forward
and backward fields. (From now on, hats denotes matrices
acting in the Keldysh space.) We grouped the interaction
potentials for the singlet and triplet channels into the matrix
f = diag(Fρ

0 ,F σ
0 ,F σ

0 ,F σ
0 )/2ν. (Note that in Ref. [37] this

amplitude has been denoted as V ; there, it also incorporates
the Coulomb interaction.) In the following, the change of the
parameters of the model in response to a nonconstant local
temperature will not be considered, as the resulting corrections
can safely be neglected at low temperatures T  εF .
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Note that the zero-momentum component of the Hubbard-
Stratonovich field ϑl=0 should be excluded from the action
S presented by Eq. (31). This rather peculiar component
is related to the corrections to the chemical potential μ.
When analyzing transport, one assumes that the properties
of the equilibrium state are already known, so that one
may concentrate on the deviations induced by the external
perturbations.

Next, the Keldysh rotation can be performed [41,42]. To
this end, we introduce new fermionic fields:

��† = �ψ†L̂−1, �� = L̂σ̂3 �ψ, L̂ = 1√
2

(
1 −1
1 1

)
, (32)

and the so-called classical (cl) and quantum (q) components
of the bosonic fields θ l

cl/q = (ϑl
+ ± ϑl

−)/2, which are often

grouped into an eight-component vector �θ with components
θ l

1 = θ l
cl and θ l

2 = θ l
q . Introducing the two matrices γ̂1 = σ̂0,

γ̂2 = σ̂1 in Keldysh space, one may form the matrices θ̂ l =
�k=1,2θ

l
kγ̂k and η̂ = �k=1,2ηkγ̂k . The Keldysh action after

rotation reads

S[ ��†, ��,�θ,η̂]

=
∫

x

��† (
i∂t − [udis − μ](1 + η̂) + θ̂ lσ l

) ��

−
∫

x

1

2m∗ ∇�†(1 + η̂)∇� +
∫

x

�θT γ̂2

1 + η̂
f −1 �θ. (33)

The manipulations presented in this section so far are a
straightforward extension of the conventional formalism,
the only difference being the inclusion of the gravitational
potential η̂. The next step in the derivation of the nonlinear
sigma model is typically the disorder average, which results
in a four-fermion term in the action. We notice, however,
that in the present formulation a serious complication arises.
Namely, when “naively” performing the disorder average
starting from the action in Eq. (33), the gravitational potential
would be present explicitly in the four-fermion term, thereby
complicating the subsequent steps in the derivation. In order
to avoid this problem, we transform the fermionic fields as
follows:

� →
√

λ̂�, �̄ → �̄
√

λ̂, (34)

where λ̂ = 1/(1 + η̂) = 1 − γ̂1η1 − γ̂2η2 + 2γ̂2η1η2 + · · · .
After this transformation, the action reads as

S[�,�†,�θ,�η] = 1

2

∫
x

�̄(iλ̂
−→
∂ t − i

←−
∂ t λ̂)�

−
∫

x

�̄(Okin + udis − μ − λ̂θ̂ lσ l)�

+
∫

x

�θT (γ̂2λ̂)f −1 �θ + SJ . (35)

In this formula, the operator of the kinetic energy Okin =
−∇2/2m∗ was introduced.

Most importantly, the gravitational potentials have been
removed from the disorder part of the action. Instead, they
reappear together with the time-derivatives and also modify the
coupling of the Hubbard-Stratonovich fields to the fermions.
The term quadratic in θ remains unaffected by the transfor-

mation. Strictly speaking, an additional term proportional to
(∇η)2 appears in the action. Since it is quadratic in η and local,
such a term can only be proportional to q2, and in the limit
q → 0 it may safely be dropped.

Two comments are in order here. (i) For the calculation
of the correlation function according to Eq. (29), one needs
to consider the expansion of λ̂ up to second order in η̂.
In particular, aside from the terms proportional to η1 and
η2, a quadratic term of the kind η1η2 is relevant. The latter
term gives a contribution to the static part of the correlation
function only. The relevance of such a term will become
transparent for the calculation of the specific heat presented in
Sec. VI A below. However, for the calculation of the dynamical
part of the correlation function, only the terms linear in η̂

are required. (ii) The transformation (34) gives rise to a
Jacobian J encoded in SJ . In short, its role is to remove
disconnected contributions proportional to the heat density
itself. In the following discussion, some subtle points related to
the transformation (34) are considered in more detail. Readers
who are not interested in this somewhat technical discussion
may continue directly with the derivation of the sigma-model
in Sec. III B.

1. Further discussion of the transformation (34)

The approach described here is based on a functional
integral expression for the heat density correlation function, for
which the Hamiltonian density consists of a noninteracting and
an interaction parts, compare Eqs. (5) and (6). It is instructive
to look at the problem from a different perspective. To this
end, let us go one step backwards to the level of the operator
formulation, see Eq. (9). One can use the equations of motion
for the field operators ψ̂ , ψ̂† and rewrite the Hamiltonian
density in an alternative form. For the sake of simplicity,
let us illustrate this point for the noninteracting theory with
Hamiltonian

H =
∫

dr ψ̂†(r) [Okin + udis(r)] ψ̂(r). (36)

The time evolution of the operators ψ̂ , ψ̂† is determined by
K̂ , ψ̂(x) = eiK̂t ψ̂(r)e−iK̂t , and the Heisenberg equations of
motion read

i∂t ψ̂ = [ψ̂,K̂] = Okψ̂ ; −i∂t ψ̂
† = −[ψ̂†,K̂] = Okψ̂

†,

(37)

where Ok(r) = Okin + udis(r) − μ. Using the first equation
of motion, the heat density operator defined as k̂(x) =
ψ†(x)Okψ(x) can be represented as follows:

k̂(x) = ψ̂†(x)Ok(r)ψ̂(x) = ψ̂†(x)i∂t ψ̂(x). (38)

It is important to appreciate that the kinetic part of the
heat density is not determined unambiguously. Indeed, as
one may perform a partial integration in the expression
for the Hamiltonian, different representations for the heat
density are possible. Fortunately, this freedom does not
lead to an ambiguity for the transport coefficient [43]. One
could, therefore, define an alternative expression for the heat
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density as

k̂′(x) = [Ok(r)ψ̂†(x)]ψ̂(x) = −i[∂t ψ̂
†(x)]ψ̂(x), (39)

and introduce the symmetrized form of the heat density
operator, ksym(x) = 1

2 [k̂(x) + k̂′(x)],

ksym(x) = 1
2 ψ̂†(x)[−i

←−
∂ t + i

−→
∂t ]ψ̂(x). (40)

The expression for ksym has been derived for the following
reason: from the functional integral approach we see, when
expanding λ̂ to linear order in η̂ in the action S given in
Eq. (35), that the transformation (34) essentially implements
the equations of motion which correspond to the symmetrized
form of the heat density. [In the case under study, the
generalization of the last representation given in Eq. (40) to
include the interactions is relevant. The equations of motion
can also be used in the interacting case. For example, one may
derive an expression for the heat density that involves only
time derivatives and the interacting part of the Hamiltonian
density. Alternatively, one may use time derivatives and
the noninteracting part of the Hamiltonian density only,
even in the interacting case, see Ref. [29]. A representa-
tion with time-derivatives only, as utilized in Ref. [28], is
incomplete [44].]

Let us further discuss the role of the Jacobian and of the
nonlinear terms in η̂ as they arise from an expansion in λ̂ after
the transformation (34). To this end, it is instructive to inspect
the equation of motion for the Green’s functions,

(−Okin + μ + udis)G
R/A(r,r′,t,t ′)

= δ(r − r′)δ(t − t ′) − i∂tG
R/A(r,r′,t,t ′), (41)

which follows directly from the Heisenberg equations of
motion for the field operators, Eq. (37). For the sake of
simplicity, we focus on the noninteracting case. By expressing
the heat-density heat-density correlation function in terms of
Green’s functions, it can be seen that the appearance of both
the Jacobian and of the nonlinear terms in η̂ is directly related
to the δ-function part appearing in Eq. (41). In particular, the
Jacobian ensures that the disconnected part of the correlation
function disappears when working with the transformed fields.
[Recall in this respect that due to the presence of the
commutator, one may replace k̂ by k̂ − 〈k̂〉T in the definition of
the correlation function, Eq. (9), without changing the result.
In a diagrammatic language, this means that no disconnected
diagrams appear, in the sense that the relevant diagrams for
the correlation function cannot be cut into two parts without
cutting a fermionic Green’s function.] The Jacobian depends
on η̂, but is otherwise featureless. Each time when the Jacobian
is involved in taking derivatives with respect to η, see Eq. (29),
it generates terms that correspond to disconnected parts of the
correlation function. While we will keep in mind the existence
of the Jacobian, we will from now on drop the SJ -part from
the action given in Eq. (35), and not write the disconnected
part of the correlation function explicitly.

B. Derivation of the NLσM

In the absence of the gravitational potentials, the derivation
of the Keldysh NLσM for interacting systems was first
described in Refs. [45–47]. Here, we will adopt the notation

introduced in our recent work, Ref. [37], and mainly stress the
modifications related to the presence of �η.

The first step is the disorder average, which pro-
duces a four-fermion term Sdis = (i/4πντ )

∫
r(

∫
t

��†
x
��x)2

in the action. This term can subsequently be decou-
pled with the help of a Hermitian matrix Q̂(r,t,t ′).
As a consequence, the following combination of terms
appears in the action, δS = i

2τ

∫
r,t,t ′

��†
r,t Q̂(r,t,t ′) ��r,t ′ +

πνi
4τ

∫
r,t,t ′ tr[Q̂(r,t,t ′)Q̂(r,t ′,t)]. The saddle point equation for

Q̂ in the absence of interactions is solved by the matrix

Q̂0(r,t,t ′) = �̂t−t ′ , where

�̂ε =
(

1 2Fε

0 −1

)
= ûεσ̂3ûε, ûε =

(
1 Fε

0 −1

)
, (42)

and Fε = tanh( ε
2T

) is the fermionic equilibrium distribution
function; note that ûε = û−1

ε . The physics of disordered
systems at low temperatures is dominated by the slow diffusive
motion of electrons at long times and distances. This can be
accounted for by considering gapless fluctuations around the
saddle point solution that respect the condition (Q̂ ◦ Q̂)t,t ′ =
δ(t − t ′), where the symbol ◦ denotes a convolution in time.
Restricting ourselves to this manifold of low-lying excitations,
a convenient parametrization is [41,47]

Q̂ = û ◦ Q̂ ◦ û, Q̂ = Û ◦ σ̂3 ◦ Û . (43)

Here, Û = Ût,t ′ (r), and (Û ◦ Û )t,t ′ = δ(t − t ′). After inserting
this parametrization into the action of Eq. (35), the fermionic
fields may be integrated and, at the same time, a gradient
expansion for the slow modes may be performed. The
result is

S0
δQ = πνi

4
Tr

[
D(∇Q̂)2 + 4i

(
1

2
{ε̂,λ̂} + λ̂θ̂ lσ l

)
δQ̂

]

+
∫

x

�θT γ̂2λ̂[f −1 + 2ν]�θ

− 2k0

∫
x

η2(x) + T c0

∫
x

�ηT γ̂2 �η. (44)

Here Q̂, δQ̂ = Q̂ − �̂, λ̂ and θ̂ are matrices in the Keldysh and
spin space as well as in the frequency domain. In particular,
(λ̂r)εε′ = λ̂r,ε−ε′ , and the same for θ̂ , while Q̂εε′ generally
depends on both frequency arguments. The operator ε̂ acts
as ε̂ε1ε2 = ε12πδ(ε1 − ε2) in frequency space. Tr covers all
degrees of freedom and includes integration over coordinates.
The reason for the appearance of δQ̂ instead of Q̂ will be
specified further below. The two terms in the last line describe
the contributions to the heat density and the static part of the
heat-density heat-density correlation function originating from
fermionic degrees of freedom (i.e., without participation of the
diffusion modes). As has already been explained in Sec. II B,
see Eq. (13), the two quantities k0 and c0 are related to each
other: c0 = ∂T k0 = 2π2νT /3.

The derivation of this action closely resembles that in the
absence of the gravitational potentials. It is, however, worth to
add a few comments. In a theoretical description in terms
of Green’s functions, the diffusion modes as well as the
coupling of these modes to each other originate from certain
diagrammatic blocks. These blocks contain both advanced and
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retarded Green’s functions. By contrast, the diagonal matrix 2ν

appearing in the θ2 term and also the factor T c0 = T ∂T k0 in the
last term originate from diagrammatic blocks containing only
retarded or only advanced Green’s functions. For these terms,
which are determined by fermionic states with high energies,
disorder does not induce singular corrections, and they can
approximately be calculated using the fermionic language. As
an example, in the absence of the gravitational potentials, the
density of states 2ν entering the θ2 term may be obtained
as the static limit of the retarded density-density correlation
function at zero temperature. Further on, in the presence of
the gravitational potentials, one has to expand the action to
second order in �θ and simultaneously up to second order in
the gravitational potentials �η. It turns out that the result of this
expansion is controlled by the same coefficient, namely 2ν.
This is why, in the second line of Eq. (44), the dependence
on �η has been wrapped up into λ̂. The Keldysh formalism is
well suited for these considerations, as the terms of relevance
here, namely those involving only retarded or only advanced
Green’s functions, are easily identified. [The calculation is
further simplified by the fact that only the low-temperature
limit needs to be considered. We found it convenient to work
with the representation of the fermionic action of Eq. (33), i.e.,
before the transformation (34), as the results are independent
of this choice.]

It remains to understand why amplitudes containing more
than two Green’s functions of the same analyticity can be
relevant. It is worth comparing to the case of scalar potentials
ϕ which play a similar role for the calculation of the
density- or spin-density response functions as the gravitational
potentials do for the heat-density response function. For
the scalar potentials ϕ, an expansion up to second order
in the combination (θ + ϕ) is sufficient. This is so since
the coefficients of higher order terms are small. Indeed,
while the second order coefficient is 2ν = ∂μn (calculated for
noninteracting electrons), the higher orders induce a smallness
ε/μ, where ε is the typical energy of the excitations. This
is a typical situation when more than two Green’s functions
of the same analyticity are involved. As it follows from
formula (27), this is not true for the terms involving �η,
because each �η-vertex comes with the Hamiltonian itself and
this may, therefore, compensate for the additional Green’s
function.

We next comment on the appearance of δQ in the first line
of Eq. (44). We introduced δQ instead of Q because the terms
for which Q is replaced by �, and which are removed from
the first line in this way, would mimic the constants explicitly
introduced in the third line. Finally, it is worth commenting
on the absence of a linear coupling of �η to �θ . The coefficient
of this term in the action is proportional to the static limit
of the retarded density-heat density correlation function, i.e.,
proportional to T ∂T n, which is proportional to T 2 at small
temperatures and therefore negligible compared to the terms
of interest here.

Returning to the derivation of the NLσM, one may
integrate out the Hubbard-Stratonovich field �θ . The
contractions are 〈θ0

i,r,ωθ0
j,r′,−ω′ 〉 = i

2ν
(�ρ

0 /2)γ̂ ij

2 δr−r′2πδω−ω′ ,

and for spin degrees of freedom 〈θα
i,r,ωθ

β

j,r′,−ω′ 〉 =
i

2ν
(�σ

0 /2)γ̂ ij

2 δr−r′2πδω−ω′δαβ . Then, the model

reads as

S0
δQ = πνi

4
Tr[D(∇Q̂)2 + 2i{ε̂,λ̂}δQ̂]

− π2ν

8

∫
r,εi

(tr[λ̂γ̂iδQ̂ε1ε2 ]γ̂ ij

2 �
ρ

0 tr[γ̂j δQ̂ε3ε4 ]

+ tr[λ̂γ̂iσ δQ̂ε1ε2 ]γ̂ ij

2 �σ
0 tr[γ̂jσ δQ̂ε3ε4 ])δε1−ε2,ε4−ε3

− 2k0

∫
x

η2(x) + T c0

∫
x

�ηT γ̂2 �η, (45)

where we abbreviated δε,ε′ = 2πδ(ε − ε′). The amplitudes
�

ρ,σ

0 are related to the Fermi liquid amplitudes as follows:
�

ρ

0 = F
ρ

0 /(1 + F
ρ

0 ) and �σ
0 = Fσ

0 /(1 + Fσ
0 ). The renormal-

ization of the interaction amplitudes �ρ and �σ by the diffusion
modes starts from these initial values.

C. Generalized model for the RG analysis of heat transport

As a preparation for the RG analysis presented below in
Sec. V, we introduce a prefactor z in front of ε̂ in order to allow
for a scale-dependence of the frequency term in the action.
As is well known, this parameter plays a crucial role for the
renormalization of the model in the absence of the gravitational
potentials. It will be assumed that during the course of the RG
procedure, the frequency and the interaction terms preserve
their structure in the presence of the gravitational potentials.
We will comment below upon this nontrivial assumption.
Taken together, the described changes lead to a NLσM model
in the form

SδQ = S0,λ̂ + Sint,λ̂ + Sηη, (46)

where

S0,λ̂ = πνi

4
Tr[D(∇Q̂)2 + 2iz{ε̂,λ̂}δQ̂], (47)

Sint,λ̂ = −π2ν

4

∫
r,εi

δε1−ε2,ε4−ε3

× (tr[λ̂γ̂iδQ̂ε1ε2 ]γ̂ ij

2 �ρ tr[γ̂j δQ̂ε3ε4 ]

+ tr[λ̂γ̂iσ δQ̂ε1ε2 ]γ̂ ij

2 �σ tr[γ̂jσ δQ̂ε3ε4 ]), (48)

Sηη = −2(k0 + kdm)
∫

x

η2(x)

+ γ k
• (T c0)

∫
x

�ηT γ̂2 �η. (49)

Here, in addition to the parameter z in the frequency term, we
also introduced a factor γ k

• in Sηη. The initial conditions for
the additional “charges” are z = γ k

• = 1. While the necessity
of the frequency charge z is well known in the presence of
interactions, [12] the factor γ k

• is new. This factor describes
renormalization of the static part of the heat-density correlation
function. It is therefore similar to γ ρ,σ

• , which describe
renormalizations of the static parts of the density and spin-
density correlation functions, respectively; compare Eq. (63)
in Ref. [37]. Finally, in the first term in Sηη, which is linear in
η, we added kdm to k0 in order to describe the accumulation
of heat density originating from the diffusion modes that are
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activated by the interactions. Obviously, Sηη does not provide
any contribution to the renormalization of the other terms,
but its second term participates in the calculation of the heat
density-heat density correlation function.

It will be useful to present the interaction term, Sint,λ̂, in
a modified form. Instead of the amplitudes �ρ and �σ , it is
convenient to introduce two new interaction amplitudes. These
are �1, which describes small angle scattering, and �2, which
describes large angle scattering, �1 = 1

2 (�ρ − �σ ), and �2 =
−�σ . This transformation of the action relies on the identity
σ αβσ γ δ = 2δαδδβγ − δαβδγ δ . The described changes lead to
the following form of the interaction term:

Sint,λ̂ = −π2ν

4

∫
r,εi

δε1−ε2,ε4−ε3

× (tr[λ̂γ̂iδQ̂αα;ε1ε2 ]γ̂ ij

2 �1tr[γ̂j δQ̂ββ;ε3ε4 ]

−tr[λ̂γ̂iδQ̂αβ;ε1ε2 ]γ̂ ij

2 �2tr[γ̂j δQ̂βα;ε3ε4 ]). (50)

A priori, it is not clear that the action SδQ given in the form
of Eqs. (47), (48) [or (50)] and (49) will be sufficient for the
RG analysis of heat transport. There are several reasons for
this reservation. When performing the transformation (34) we
had to pay a price. Namely, while originally, in Eq. (27), the
source η entered linearly in the action, in the NLσM described
above the coupling of the gravitational potentials to the slow
modes is nonlinear. It is not obvious from the outset, that
the coefficients of all four relevant terms arising as a result of
the expansion of λ̂ = 1 − γ̂1η1 − γ̂2η2 + 2γ̂2η1η2 renormalize
in the same way and, in particular, for both the interaction
term and the frequency term, as assumed in Eqs. (47)
and (48). In addition, the gravitational potentials might enter
the kinetic term D(∇Q̂)2 upon renormalization. Indeed, since
the renormalization of the kinetic term necessarily involves
Sint,λ̂, individual contributions to the renormalization of the
kinetic term will necessarily involve �η.

In the remaining sections, we will perform explicit calcula-
tions to check that the form presented by SδQ is the correct one.
First, in Sec. V we will consider λ̂ in the linear approximation
and calculate vertex corrections for the η1γ1 vertex. Most
crucially, it will be shown that in this linear approximation
the gravitational field does not enter the kinetic term and that
all remaining corrections can be absorbed into z, �1,2 and the
corresponding gravitational potentials in such a way that the
structure of λ1 ≈ 1 − η1 remains intact. In short, the terms
with gravitational potentials follow their “host” terms during
the course of the RG procedure, i.e., the potentials do not have
an independent flow.

Secondly, we will calculate the specific heat that can be
obtained within the same model from the average heat density
according to the relation c = ∂T

ˆ〈k〉T . Then, we will calculate
the renormalization parameter γ k

• , and confirm its relation to
the specific heat. Finally, we consider the heat density-heat
density correlation function. These calculations directly relate
linear and quadratic terms in the expansion of λ̂; taken together,
they provide a strong argument in favor of the validity of the
action SδQ.

IV. PREPARATION OF THE RENORMALIZATION
GROUP CALCULATION

The RG approach for the disordered electron liquid was
pioneered in Ref. [12]. Our treatment in this paper will be
based on the implementation within the Keldysh formalism
described in Ref. [37]. The action under study is displayed
below in Eq. (51), where each term in the NLσM comes with
its own gravitational potential ζi .

The structure of the RG corrections can be classified ac-
cording to the number of independent momentum integrations.
Each such integration results in an additional factor of the
dimensionless resistance (per square) ρ = 1/(2π )2νD. This
is the small parameter of the RG calculation. We will derive
the RG corrections at the one-loop level, i.e., to first order in
ρ. By contrast, the interaction amplitudes are accounted for
to all orders. The basic diagrams for the one-loop calculation
in the absence of the gravitational potentials are known. They
may be taken as a starting point for the RG analysis in the
case under study here, but need to be modified as to allow for
the gravitational potentials. This procedure is complicated not
only by the fact that each term in the NLσM comes with its
own gravitational potential ζi , more importantly, the presence
of the gravitational potentials leads to a nontrivial change in the
matrix structure, once the separation of fast and slow modes
is introduced in the action.

In this section, we will first describe the basics of the
general RG procedure for interacting disordered systems,
including the “dressing” of the interaction amplitudes, which is
a necessary step towards including the interaction amplitudes
to arbitrary orders. Then, we will discuss the renormalization
of the different terms in the action in the presence of the
gravitational potentials. We will limit ourselves to the γ̂1 term
in λ̂.

A. Generalities

The RG procedure will be based on the following represen-
tation of the model:

Sζ = πνi

4
Tr[D(1 + ζD)(∇Q̂)2 + 2iz{ε̂,1 + ζz}δQ̂]

− π2ν

4

∫
r,εi

δε1−ε2,ε4−ε3

× (tr[(1 + ζ�1 )γ̂iδQ̂αα;ε1ε2 ]γ ij

2 �1tr[γ̂j δQ̂ββ;ε3ε4 ]

− tr[(1 + ζ�2 )γ̂iδQ̂αβ;ε1ε2 ]γ ij

2 �2tr[γ̂j δQ̂βα;ε3ε4 ]). (51)

The initial conditions for the RG flow are obtained from
a comparison with Eqs. (47) and (48). Focusing on the
gravitational potentials, they read

ζz = ζ�1 = ζ�2 = −η1, ζD = 0. (52)

It is worth to point out from the very beginning that ζj and ζj

are not equal due to the time dependence of ζj .
In order to write the interaction part in a more com-

pact form, we introduce two Hubbard-Stratonovich fields:
the real field φ̂1(x) and the Hermitian field φ̂2,αβ(x), with
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correlations

〈
φi

1(x)φj

1 (x ′)
〉 = i

2ν
�1δ(x − x ′)γ̂ ij

2 , (53)

〈
φi

2,αβ(x)φj

2,γ δ(x ′)
〉 = − i

2ν
�2δαδδβγ δ(x − x ′)γ̂ ij

2 . (54)

Using this definition, the interaction part of the action in
Eq. (51) can be written in a compact form:

Sint = i(πν)2

2

2∑
n=1

〈Tr[ζ�n
φ̂nδQ̂]Tr[φ̂nδQ̂]〉. (55)

As a first step of the RG procedure, the field Q̂ is presented
as

Q̂ = ÛQ̂0Û , Q̂0 = Û0σ̂3Û 0, Û0Û 0 = Û Û = 1̂. (56)

Here, the fields Û0, Û 0 represent the fast degrees of freedom,

while Û and Û are slow. The main idea is to integrate out the
fast fields in order to find a new action that contains only the
slow matrix,

Q̂s = Û σ̂3Û , Q̂2
s = 1. (57)

The resulting action depends on renormalized parameters
(charges), for which appropriate RG equations can be found.
These renormalized parameters may then be used to calculate
thermodynamic properties or transport coefficients of the
disordered system.

The elimination of the fast fields can only be imple-
mented perturbatively. To this end we choose the exponential
parametrization Û0 = exp(−P̂ /2). The condition {σ̂3,P̂ } = 0
eliminates redundant degrees of freedom, it follows that
Q̂0 = σ̂3 exp(P̂ ). Here, the generator [41]

P̂εε′ (r) =
(

0 dcl;εε′ (r)
dq;εε′ (r) 0

)
(58)

is a matrix in Keldysh space and dcl/q are two Hermitian
matrices both in the frequency domain and in spin space,
[dαβ

cl/q;εε′ ]∗ = d
βα

cl/q;ε′ε.
Let us briefly recall the specifics of the RG procedure for

the interacting system: (i) frequencies in the interval λτ−1 <

|ε| < τ−1, and momenta in the shell λτ−1 < Dk2/z < τ−1 are
fast; 0 < λ < 1. (ii) If the slow matrix Ûs has at least one fast
frequency index, it needs to be set equal to 1. (iii) The fast
variables P̂εε′ must carry at least one fast frequency index,
otherwise they vanish.

In the absence of sources, the RG charges in the sigma
model are D, z, and the interaction amplitudes �i . The
knowledge of these parameters, however, is not sufficient for
the calculation of correlation functions, as they do not describe
external vertices. These vertices may acquire logarithmic
corrections themselves during the RG procedure, so-called
vertex corrections. Source fields can be a convenient means to
account for these vertex corrections. Once introduced into the
action, corrections to these source fields can be calculated in a
similar way as corrections to the other charges. It is instructive
to compare the calculation for the heat density-heat density
correlation function presented in this paper to those performed

for the density-density and spin density-spin density correla-
tion function (see Sec. III in Ref. [37]). For the calculation of
the latter correlation functions, one should introduce source
terms of the form tr[ϕ̂Q̂] and tr[B̂zσ

zQ̂] into the action, and

study the scale dependence of the source fields ϕ̂ and B̂z. As it
turns out, the vertex corrections for the density vertex cancel in
total. For the spin correlation function, however, they are finite
and play a crucial role in establishing the conservation law for
the spin in the system (see, e.g., Refs. [14] and [25]). Notice
that only a single source field is sufficient for the calculation
of the density and spin density correlation functions. For the
heat transport, we are dealing with several sources instead. The
main part of this section will be concerned with the problem
of finding the vertex corrections related to the gravitational
potentials.

B. Basic building blocks of the RG procedure

For the one-loop calculation, an expansion of Q̂0 up to
second order in the generators P̂ is sufficient, Q̂0 ≈ σ̂3(1 +
P̂ + P̂ 2/2). To leading order, for Q̂0 = σ̂3, the original action
is reproduced with the replacement Q̂ → Q̂s . It will be useful
to name the different terms with and without gravitational
potentials,

SD = πνDi

4
Tr[(∇Q̂s)

2], (59)

Sz = −πνzTr[ε̂Q̂s], (60)

S� = i

2
(πν)2

2∑
n=1

〈Tr[φ̂nδQ̂s]Tr[φ̂nδQ̂s]〉 (61)

and

SζD
= πνiD

4
Tr[ζ̂D(∇Q̂s)

2], (62)

Sζz
= −πνz

2
Tr[{ε̂,ζ̂z}δQ̂s], (63)

Sζ�
= i

2
(πν)2

2∑
n=1

Tr[ζ̂�n
φ̂nδQ̂s]Tr[φ̂nδQ̂s]. (64)

Next, we turn to the terms in which fast modes are present.
We start from the noninteracting part of the action and list
those terms that do not contain source fields:

Sf,0 = − iπν

4
Tr[D(∇P̂ )2 − 2iε̂f zσ̂3P̂

2], (65)

S1 = −πνi

2
Tr[D�̂[P̂ ,∇P̂ ]], (66)

S2 = πνi

2
Tr[DP̂ 2(�̂σ̂3)2 + D(σ̂3P̂ �̂)2], (67)

SE = −πν

2
Tr[zε̂sÛ σ̂3P̂

2Û ]. (68)

Here, fast and slow frequencies, εf and εs , are frequencies
within and outside the RG integration interval, respectively.
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�̂ denotes an important combination of the slow matrices:

�̂ = Û∇Û = −∇Û Û . S2 contains two terms, S2a and S2b. In
S2b, all frequencies of the P̂ matrices are forced to be slow due
to the presence of �, and this makes this term ineffective for
the RG.

Additional terms arise in the presence of source fields (all
of them are denoted as δS):

δSf,0 = δSf,D + δSf,z, (69)

δSf,D = − iπν

4
Tr[DŶζD

(∇P̂ )2], (70)

δSf,z = −πν

4
Tr[{zε̂f ,ζ̂z}σ̂3P̂

2], (71)

and

δS1 = iπνD

4

∫
tr[ÂζD

∇P̂ P̂ − B̂ζD
P̂∇P̂

+ σ̂3ŶζD
σ̂3[P̂ �̂∇P̂ − ∇P̂ �̂P̂ ]], (72)

δS2 = iπνD

4

∫
tr
[
ĈζD

P̂ 2 + σ̂3ŶζD
σ̂3P̂ �̂2P̂

+ ŶζD
[(�̂σ̂3P̂ )2 + (σ̂3P̂ �̂)2]

]
, (73)

δSE = −πν

4
Tr[{zε̂s,ζ̂z}Û σ̂3P̂

2 ˆ̄U ]. (74)

Here, we introduced the matrices

ŶζD
= ˆ̄Uζ̂DÛ, (75)

ÂζD
= �̂‖ŶζD

+ ŶζD
�̂⊥, (76)

B̂ζD
= ŶζD

�̂‖ + �̂⊥ŶζD
, (77)

ĈζD
= �̂‖ŶζD

�̂‖ − �̂⊥ŶζD
�̂⊥ + �̂‖�̂⊥ŶζD

+ ŶζD
�̂⊥�̂‖ − �̂⊥�̂⊥ŶζD

− ŶζD
�̂⊥�̂⊥, (78)

where we denote �̂⊥ = (�̂ − σ̂3�̂σ̂3)/2, and �̂‖ = (�̂ +
σ̂3�̂σ̂3)/2, so that �̂ = �̂‖ + �̂⊥. Below, we will employ
the matrices M̂⊥ and M̂‖ using the same notation: M̂‖ is the
diagonal part of M̂ in Keldysh space, and M̂⊥ is its off-diagonal
part; [M̂‖,σ̂3] = 0, {M̂⊥,σ̂3} = 0.

The interaction part of the action Sint gives rise to the
following ζ -independent and ζ -dependent terms:

Sint,1 = i

2
(πν)2

2∑
n=1

〈Tr[φ̂nÛ σ̂3P̂ Û ]Tr[φ̂nÛ σ̂3P̂ Û ]〉, (79)

Sint,2 = i

2
(πν)2

2∑
n=1

〈Tr[φ̂nδQ̂s]Tr[φ̂nÛ σ̂3P̂
2Û ]〉, (80)

δSint,1 = i

2
(πν)2

2∑
n=1

〈Tr[φ̂nζ̂�n
Û σ̂3P̂

ˆ̄U ]Tr[φ̂nÛ σ̂3P̂
ˆ̄U ]〉, (81)

Sf,0

S1

S2,a

S2,b

SE

Sint,1

Sint,2

FIG. 1. These are the main building blocks of the one-loop RG
calculation in the absence of he gravitational potentials. Open ends
imply P . Closed sleeves correspond to U or U . When separated by an
angle, a gradient acts on one of them; this corresponds to �. A slow
frequency εs stands in the vertex marked by a dot. The element labeled
as S2,b represents the second term in Eq. (67), and is only listed for
completeness. A shaded square implies one of the amplitudes �1,2.
Indices of these amplitudes have nothing in common with the way of
labeling the interaction terms Sint and δSint.

δSint,2 = i

2
(πν)2

2∑
n=1

〈Tr[φ̂nζ̂�n
δQ̂s]Tr[φ̂nÛ σ̂3P̂

2 ˆ̄U ]〉. (82)

As the reader may have noticed, linear terms in P̂ have not
been included. They do not contribute to the one-loop RG
calculation. Note that the labeling of the interaction terms Sint

and δSint has nothing in common with that of the interaction
amplitudes �1,2. Instead, for Sint and δSint, the labels 1 and 2
refer to the order of the expansion of Q̂0 in P̂ .

In Figs. 1–5, we display the main building blocks of the RG
calculation in a diagrammatic form. The Gaussian action of
the fast modes will be discussed further in the next section.

C. Gaussian action and elementary contractions

The Gaussian action forms the basis of the perturbation
theory. It consists of Sf,0 together with the part of the
interaction term Sint,1, which contains P̂ modes with two fast
frequency indices. The fast frequency part of Sint,1 enters the
Gaussian action, because in this case the fields Û and ˆ̄U need
to be set equal to 1 in the expression given by Eq. (79). By
inverting the corresponding quadratic form, one obtains the
correlation functions describing diffusion of the particle-hole
pairs together with the rescattering induced by the interaction
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δS
(1)
1

δS
(2)
1

FIG. 2. Diagrammatic representation of δS1. The diagrams la-
beled as δS

(1)
1 represent the two terms in the first line of Eq. (72),

and the diagram labeled as δS
(2)
1 represents the second line. A dot

with a wiggly line represents the source ζD . The diagrammatic
representation of ŶζD

also contains two closed sleeves.

amplitudes:〈
d

αβ

cl;ε1ε2
(q)dγ δ

q;ε3ε4
(−q)

〉
= − 2

πν
[δαδδβγ δε1,ε4δε2,ε3D(q,ω)

+ δαδδβγ δω,ε4−ε3 iπ�ε1,ε2D(q,ω)�2D2(q,ω)

− δαβδγ δδω,ε4−ε3 iπ�ε1,ε2D2(q,ω)�1(q)D1(q,ω)], (83)

where ω = ε1 − ε2, �ε,ε′ = Fε − Fε′ , and δq,q1 =
(2π )dδ(q − q1). The appearing diffusion propagators
are

D(q,ω) = 1

Dq2 − izω
, D1,2(q,ω) = 1

Dq2 − iz1,2ω
, (84)

where z1 = z − 2�1 + �2 = z − �ρ , and z2 = z + �2 = z −
�σ . As one may see, the interaction amplitudes �ρ and �σ

determine the diffusive propagation in the singlet and triplet
channels, respectively. The corresponding propagators are D1

and D2.

δS
(1)
2

δS
(2)
2

δS
(3)
2

FIG. 3. Diagrammatic representation of δS2. The diagrams la-
beled as δS

(1)
2 represent the first term in Eq. (73), those labeled as

δS
(2)
2 represent the second term, and the diagrams labeled as δS

(3)
2

represents the second line in Eq. (73).

δSE

FIG. 4. Diagrammatic representation of δSE , Eq. (74). Here a
dot together with a wiggly line symbolizes the source ζz that stands
together with zεs .

D. Extraction of the gravitational fields from
the dressed interaction

As mentioned before, the only small parameter of the RG
calculation is the inverse dimensionless conductance. At the
same time, the interaction amplitudes should be accounted
for to all orders. A necessary ingredient in this procedure is
the replacement of interaction amplitudes by their “dressed”
counterparts, which describe the interplay of interaction-
induced rescattering and ordinary diffusive motion. In the
absence of the gravitational potentials, this can be done with
the help of the following replacements:

�1 → �1,d = �1
D2D1

D2
0

, �2 → �2,d = �2
D2

D0
. (85)

Technically, the dressing parallels the derivation of those
terms in Eq. (83) which describe re-scattering induced by
the interactions. The origin of the above replacement also
lies in the interaction term containing P̂ modes with two fast
frequencies.

The gravitational potentials also participate in the dressing
as they enter the quadratic form via δSf,0 and the fast part
of δSint,1. Fortunately, in this case the procedure of extracting
the gravitational potentials is relatively simple since one deals
with potentials ζ̂X(ε,ε′) carrying two fast frequency arguments.

For fast variables, it is sufficient to approximate ζ̂X(ε,ε′) ≈
ζX(ε − ε′), i.e., the matrix structure in Keldysh space becomes
irrelevant. As a result, the extraction of the potentials can be
implemented via differentiations. To be more explicit, when
the dressed interaction amplitude is involved, the combination
ζi0�

R
i0

should be modified according to the replacement

ζi0�
R
i0

→
[

2∑
n=1

ζ�n
�n

∂

∂�n

+ ζzz
∂

∂z
+ ζDD

∂

∂D

]
�R

i0,d
,

(86)

where the index i0 ∈ {1,2} is kept fixed. In practice, the
described procedure can be performed in two steps. One may
first calculate a certain RG correction involving δSint,1 or

δSint,1

δSint,2

FIG. 5. Diagrammatic representation of the interaction terms
δSint,1 and δSint,2, Eqs. (81) and (82). The dot with wiggly line
represents ζ�1,2 .
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= + + + . . .

= + + +

+ +

+ + + . . .

FIG. 6. Schematic illustration of the dressing of the interaction
according to Eq. (85) (upper part) and the extraction of the gravita-
tional fields from the dressed interaction according to Eq. (86) (lower
part). For �1,d , both interaction amplitudes �1 and �2 are involved, for
�2,d only �2-type interactions contribute. The gravitational potentials
ζD and ζz are extracted from the diffusons, the potentials ζ�1 and ζ�2

from the respective interaction amplitudes.

δSint,2 without dressing [but allowing for a finite frequency
transfer and the corresponding Keldysh matrix structure], and
subsequently include dressing of the interaction amplitudes
and the related extraction of the gravitational potentials by the
replacement in Eq. (86).

In order to formulate the replacement rule in a more
compact form, let us introduce the following notation:

ζ1 = ζD, ζ2 = ζz, ζ3 = ζ�1 , ζ4 = ζ�2 ; (87)

X1 = D, X2 = z, X3 = �1, X4 = �2. (88)

Then, we can write the replacement (86) as

ζi0�
R
i0

→
4∑

i=1

ζiXi

∂

∂Xi

�R
i0,d

. (89)

The dressing and modification of the gravitational potentials
is illustrated in Fig. 6.

The discussed example gives a first idea of the calculations
detailed below: we will use the RG calculations in the absence
of the gravitational potentials as a starting point and modify
them in order to obtain the renormalization of the gravitational
potentials.

V. RENORMALIZATION GROUP CALCULATION

A. RG for the kinetic term SζD

In this section, we describe the calculation of the one-loop
correction to SζD

. It is instructive to first recall the related
set of diagrams for the kinetic term SD , from which the
renormalization of the diffusion coefficient can be obtained
(see Fig. 7):

�SD = 〈Sint,1〉0 + i〈〈S1Sint,1〉〉0 + i〈〈S2Sint,1〉〉0

− 1
2

〈〈
S2

1Sint,1
〉〉

0. (90)

In this formula and below, the index 0 indicates that the
average is to be taken with respect to the bare action without
gravitational field.

For the calculation of �SζD
, it is necessary to include

logarithmic corrections that involve (a) two gradients of the

FIG. 7. The standard set of diagrams for the renormalization of
the diffusion coefficient.

slow modes and (b) one of the gravitational potentials ζi with
i = 1 − 4. Recall that although the bare value of ζD = 0,
we explore all possibilities that may generate it. One way
to generate the term �SζD

is by replacing S1, S2, or Sint,1

in Eq. (90) by the corresponding terms δS1, δS2, and δSint,1

that involve the gravitational potentials. (Note that in the case
of the interaction term, there is a possibility to extract the
gravitational potentials from the dressed interaction lines as it
has been discussed in Sec. IV D.) Another way to extract the
gravitational potentials is to employ δSf,0, compare Eq. (69).
This corresponds to a perturbative expansion of the diffusion
propagators in the gravitational potentials ζD or ζz. It turns out
that after summing all these contributions the structure of SζD

can be reproduced, and therefore the one-loop correction to
the gravitational potential ζD may be obtained.

In the following, we implement the procedure indicated
above. To this end we write the total correction �SζD

as the
sum of four distinct terms

(
�SζD

) =
4∑

i=1

(�SζD
)i . (91)

The individual contributions (�SζD
)i are defined as follows.

(1) �SζD
is obtained by replacing Sint,1 by δSint,1 in Eq. (90)

and subsequent extraction of the gravitational potentials from
the dressed interaction amplitudes according to the procedure
described in Sec. IV D. Thus the first step, (I ), is to determine(

�SζD

)(I )
1 = 〈δSint,1〉0 + i〈〈S1δSint,1〉〉0

+ i〈〈S2δSint,1〉〉0 − 1
2

〈〈
S2

1δSint,1
〉〉

0. (92)

The correction (�SζD
)1 is then obtained by substituting

ζn�
R
n,d →

4∑
j=1

ζjXj

δ

δXj

�R
n,d (93)

in the expression for (�SζD
)(I )
1 .

(2) (�SζD
)2 is obtained by replacing S1 and S2 by δS1 and

δS2 in Eq. (90), respectively,

(�SζD
)2 = i〈〈δS1Sint,1〉〉0 + i〈〈δS2Sint,1〉〉0 − 〈〈δS1S1Sint,1〉〉0.

(94)
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(3) As described above, the gravitational potentials ζD and
ζz may be introduced via δSf,0. We separate the corrections
originating from the extraction from the kinetic term δSf,D ,
which will be referred to as (�SζD

)3, and from the frequency
term δSf,z, which we will denote as (�SζD

)4:(
�SζD

)
3 = i〈〈Sint,1δSf,D〉〉0 − 〈〈S1Sint,1δSf,D〉〉0

−〈〈S2Sint,1δSf,D〉〉0 − i

2

〈〈
S2

1Sint,1δSf,D

〉〉
0 (95)

(
�SζD

)
4 = i〈〈Sint,1δSf,z〉〉0 − 〈〈S1Sint,1δSf,z〉〉0

−〈〈S2Sint,1δSf,z〉〉0 − i

2

〈〈
S2

1Sint,1δSf,z

〉〉
0 . (96)

As we will see, the model under discussion is renormalizable
even in the presence of the gravitational potentials. This means
in particular that the calculation of all four terms listed above
should result in a correction to the slow action in the form

�SζD
= πνi

4
Tr[�(DζD)(∇Qs)

2]. (97)

Let us now discuss the four terms one by one. To simplify the
notation, we will no longer indicate Keldysh matrices by the
hat symbol.

1. (�SζD )1

The corresponding diagrams are obtained straightforwardly
from those of Fig. 7; see Fig. 8.

Following the two-step procedure described before, we start
from the expression (�SζD

)(I )
1 . With the use of the expression

for �SD obtained in Ref. [37], see Eq. (176) there, we first get

(�SζD
)(I )
1 = −π

d

2∑
n=1

Tr[Dζ�n
(∇Qs)

2]

×
∫

p,εf

σf Dp2D3sn�
R
n,d . (98)

In this formula, we introduced the symbol σf = sign(εf )
and suppressed the momentum and frequency arguments
of the diffusion propagators D = D(p,εf ) and interaction

FIG. 8. The diagrams contributing to (�SζD
)1: renormalization

of SζD
using the extraction of the gravitational potentials from the

dressed amplitudes.

FIG. 9. i〈〈δS1Sint,1〉〉0 contributing to (�SζD
)2.

amplitudes �R
n,d = �R

n,d (p,εf ) in order to lighten the notation.
We also introduced the symbols s1 = 1 and s2 = −2. Finally,
the extraction from the dressed interaction amplitudes gives

(
�SζD

)
1 = −π

4

4∑
i=1

Tr[Dζi(∇Qs)
2]

× 4

d

∫
p,εf

σf Dp2D3Xi

∂

∂Xi

2∑
n=1

sn�
R
n,d . (99)

2. (�SζD )2

For an illustration of the respective terms, see Figs. 9–11.
Note that in all diagrams presented in these figures (as well as
those in Figs. 7 and 8) the internal line of the loops carries a
fast frequency. Because of that, in the terms containing δS

(2)
1

(last diagram in Fig. 9 and the last two diagrams in Fig. 11)
and δS

(2)
2 (last diagram in Fig. 10) the combination ŶζD

reduces
to ζ̂D . In the term 〈〈δS1Sint,1〉〉0, one has to perform a gradient
expansion of the slow fields U and Ū . As one can see from
Fig. 9, this term contains only one slow momentum (spatial
gradient) explicitly. A similar expansion was needed for the
diagrams presented in the upper lines of Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. This
kind of expansion has already been discussed in Sec. IV C of
Ref. [37]. Putting these remarks into effect, one finds

i〈〈δS1Sint,1〉〉0 = πD

2
Tr

[(
A

‖
ζD

+ B
‖
ζD

)
�‖

+�‖{YζD
,�

}‖]M1,

i〈〈δS2Sint,1〉〉0 = −πD

2
Tr

[
(�2)‖YζD

+ C
‖
ζD

]M2,

−〈〈δS1S1Sint,1〉〉0 = πD

2
Tr

[
2(�‖)2Y

‖
ζD

+�‖(A‖
ζD

+ B
‖
ζD

)]
M3. (100)

FIG. 10. i〈〈δS2Sint,1〉〉0 contributing to (�SζD
)2.
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FIG. 11. −〈〈δS1S1Sint,1〉〉0 contributing to (�SζD
)2.

The integrals Mi have the common structure

Mi =
∫

p,εf

σf mi

2∑
n=1

sn�
R
n,d . (101)

The factors mi encode the contributions from diffusion modes,

m1 = D2 − 4

d
Dp2D3, (102)

m2 = D2, (103)

m3 = 4

d
Dp2D3. (104)

Adding the three corrections listed above, one finds the
result(

�SζD

)
2 = πD Tr

[
Y

‖
ζD

�2
]
M2

+ πD

2
Tr

[
YζD

{�⊥,�‖}][M2 − M3]. (105)

We see that this term alone cannot be expressed in terms of
matrices Qs only. In order to recover the correct form of SζD

as given in Eq. (97), additional corrections need to be included
into the consideration.

3. (�SζD )3

For an illustration of the respective terms, see Figs. 12–15.
Notice that ζD can be extracted from the diffusons in the
diagrams of Eq. (95) in two different ways. If the gravitational
potential ζD comes in combination with an electronic Green’s
function with fast frequency εf , the extraction is straightfor-
ward. If, however, the gravitational potential is extracted from
a Green’s function with slow frequency, one needs to account
for the presence of matrices U , Ū in YζD

in the expression
for δSf,D , compare Eq. (70). This is already clearly visible in
the simple diagrams displayed in Fig. 12. The somewhat more
complicated corrections related to Figs. 13–15 follow the same

FIG. 12. i〈〈Sint,1δSf,D〉〉0 contributing to (�SζD
)3.

rules. As a result one finds

i〈〈Sint,1δSf,D〉〉0 = −π

2
Tr

[(
Y⊥

ζD
+ 2Y

‖
ζD

)
D�2

]
M4,

−〈〈S1Sint,1δSf,D〉〉0 = (
2πTr

[
YζD

D(�‖)2
]

+ π

2
Tr

[
YζD

D{�‖,�⊥}])M5,

−〈〈S2Sint,1δSf,D〉〉0 = −πTr
[
D(����)‖YζD

]
M6,

− i

2

〈〈
S2

1Sint,1δSf,D

〉〉
0 = −πTr

[
D(�‖)2YζD

]
M7. (106)

In these formulas, the integralsMi have the structure indicated
in Eq. (101). The expressions mi originating from the diffusion
modes are

m4 =
(

1 + D
∂

∂D

)[
D2 − 4

d
Dp2D3

]
, (107)

m5 = D
∂

∂D

[
D2 − 4

d
Dp2D3

]
, (108)

m6 = D
∂

∂D
D2, (109)

m7 =
(

1 − D
∂

∂D

) [
4

d
Dp2D3

]
. (110)

FIG. 13. −〈〈S1Sint,1δSf,D〉〉0 contributing to (�SζD
)3.
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FIG. 14. −〈〈S2Sint,1δSf,D〉〉0 contributing to (�SζD
)3.

In order to formulate the total result, it is convenient to also
include (�SζD

)2. One finds

(�SζD
)2 + (�SζD

)3 = −π

4
Tr[DζD(∇Qs)

2]

×
∫

p,εf

σf

2∑
n=1

sn�
R
n,d

(
1 + D

∂

∂D

)

×
[

4

d
D3Dp2

]
. (111)

It should be noted that �SζD
contains the correction to the

product of the diffusion coefficient and the gravitational po-
tential, �(DζD) = �DζD + D�ζD . Clearly, the appearance
of the derivatives with respect to the diffusion coefficient
D is related to the extraction of the gravitational poten-
tial ζD from the corrections to the diffusion coefficient,
while the “1” appearing in round brackets can be identified
as D�ζD .

4. (�SζD )4

For an illustration of the relevant terms, see Figs. 16–19.
The simplest diagram, Fig. 16, already reveals the general
structure of the contributions subsumed into (�SζD

)4. Namely,
unlike for (�SζD

)3, the gravitational potential may only be
extracted from Green’s functions with fast frequency εf .

FIG. 15. − i

2 〈〈S2
1Sint,1δSf,D〉〉0 contributing to (�SζD

)3.

FIG. 16. i〈〈Sint,1δSf,z〉〉0 contributing to (�SζD
)4.

The reason is that an extraction from Green’s functions
with slow frequencies would lead to factors of εs appearing
in the final answer. Considering terms that contain slow
momenta and slow frequencies simultaneously, however, is
beyond the accuracy of the sigma-model approach. Let
us list now the different contributions corresponding to
Figs. 16–19:

i〈〈Sint,1δSf,z〉〉0 = −πTr
[
Yζz

D�2
]
M8,

−〈〈S1Sint,1δSf,z〉〉0 = πTr
[
Yζz

D{�‖,�}]M9,

−〈〈S2Sint,1δSf,z〉〉0 = −πTr
[
Yζz

D(�‖)2

−Yζz
D(�⊥)2

]
M10,

− i

2

〈〈
S2

1Sint,1δSf,z

〉〉
0 = πTr

[
Yζz

D(�‖)2
]
M11. (112)

Here, we denoted Yζz
= ŪζzU and

m8 = m9 = z
∂

∂z

[
D2 − 4

d
Dp2D3

]
, (113)

m10 = z
∂

∂z
D2, (114)

m11 = z
∂

∂z

[
4

d
Dp2D3

]
. (115)

Summing up the four different contributions, one obtains
the total correction

(
�SζD

)
4 = −π

4
Tr[Dζz(∇Qs)

2]

×
∫

p,εf

σf

2∑
n=1

sn�
R
n,dz

∂

∂z

[
4

d
D3Dp2

]
. (116)

FIG. 17. −〈〈S1Sint,1δSf,z〉〉0 contributing to (�SζD
)4.
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FIG. 18. −〈〈S2Sint,1δSf,z〉〉0 contributing to (�SζD
)4.

5. Summary–�SζD

First note that the result for the partial sum of the second,
third, and fourth terms can be written as

4∑
i=2

(
�SζD

)
i
= πνi

4
Tr[(�D)ζD(∇Qs)

2]

+ πνi

4

4∑
j=1

Tr[Dζj (∇Qs)
2]

× 4i

νd

∫
p,εf

σf

2∑
n=1

sn�
R
n,dXj

∂

∂Xj

[Dp2D3],

(117)

where

�D = 4iD

νd

∫
p,εf

σf

2∑
n=1

sn�
R
n,dDp2D3. (118)

Now, adding (�SζD
)1, we obtain �(DζD) = �DζD + D�ζD

in the following compact form:

�(DζD) =
4∑

j=1

ζjXj

∂

∂Xj

�D. (119)

The correction to the source ζD , in turn, can be found as

�ζD = 4iD

νd

4∑
j=1

ζj

∫
p,εf

σf Xj

∂

∂Xj

[
Dp2D3

2∑
n=1

sn�
R
n,d

]
.

(120)

In Sec. V D, we show that ζD does not change, if the ζj coincide
with their initial values, i.e., ζj = ζ init

j as given by Eq. (52).

B. RG for the frequency term Sζz

As in the calculation of �SζD
, we start here with the

diagrams required for the renormalization of the frequency
term in the absence of the gravitational potentials. They are

FIG. 19. − i

2 〈〈S2
1Sint,1δSf,z〉〉0 contributing to (�SζD

)4.

FIG. 20. Standard diagrams for the renormalization of z.

presented in Fig. 20, and correspond to

�Sz = 〈Sint,1〉0 + i〈〈SESint,1〉〉0. (121)

The resulting correction to z is

�z = 1

2πν

∫
p
σf D

2∑
n=1

sn�
R
n,d

∣∣∣∣∣
b

, (122)

where the integration is over momenta only, while the label
b indicates that the expression needs to be evaluated at the
boundary of the frequency interval relevant for the current RG
step.

Using this result as a starting point, let us now discuss the
different contributions to �Sζz

. The general strategy resembles
the one outlined for the correction to SζD

in the previous
section. Namely, we write

�Sζz
=

4∑
i=1

(�Sζz
)i . (123)

The contributions (�Sζz
)i are obtained as follows.

(1) As a first step, (I), δSint,1 can be used instead of Sint,1 in
Eq. (121): (

�Sζz

)(I )
1 = 〈δSint,1〉0 + i〈〈SEδSint,1〉〉0. (124)

Subsequently, interaction amplitudes should be dressed and
the gravitational potentials may be extracted from it following
the discussion in Sec. IV D. This can be done with the help
of the replacement rule stated in Eq. (89). The result of this
two-step procedure is (�Sζz

)1, see Fig. 21.
(2) δSE can be used instead of SE in the second contribution

of Eq. (121): (
�Sζz

)
2 = i〈〈δSESint,1〉〉0. (125)

(3) The gravitational field can be introduced via Sf,0,
namely via δSf,D and δSf,z. It means that the gravitational
field is extracted from the momentum and frequency parts of

FIG. 21. The diagrams contributing to (�Sζz
)1: renormalization

of Sζz
using the extraction of the gravitational potentials from the

dressed amplitudes.
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the diffusons. We write(
�Sζz

)
3 = i〈〈Sint,1δSf,D〉〉0 − 〈〈SESint,1δSf,D〉〉0, (126)

(
�Sζz

)
4 = i〈〈Sint,1δSf,z〉〉0 − 〈〈SESint,1δSf,Z〉〉0. (127)

We discuss now the different contributions.

1. (�Sζz )1

The first of the two indicated steps gives for the two terms
contributing to (�Sζz

)(I )
1 ,

〈δSint,1〉0 = −πz

2∑
n=1

1

2
Tr[{ε,ζ�n

}Qs]

× 1

z

∫
p,εf

σfD∂εf

[
sn�

R
n,d

]
, (128)

i〈〈SEδSint,1〉〉0 = −πz

2∑
n=1

1

2
Tr[{ε,ζ�n

}Qs]

×i

∫
p,εf

σfD2
[
sn�

R
n,d

]
. (129)

Next, we perform the replacement required for the second step,
(II),

〈δSint,1〉(II ) = − πz

4∑
j=1

1

2
Tr[{ε,ζj }Qs]

× 1

z

∫
p,εf

σfD ∂εf

[
Xj

∂

∂Xj

2∑
n=1

sn�
R
n,d

]
,

(130)

i〈〈SEδSint,1〉〉(II ) = − πz

4∑
j=1

1

2
Tr[{ε,ζj }Qs]

× i

∫
p,εf

σfD2

[
Xj

∂

∂Xj

2∑
n=1

sn�
R
n,d

]
.

(131)

Following a partial integration for the first term, one observes
that there is a partial cancellation with i〈〈SEδSint〉〉(II ) and only
the boundary term remains. As a consequence, one may infer
the relation

�(zζz)1 = 1

2πν

4∑
j=1

ζj

∫
p
σfD

[
Xj

∂

∂Xj

2∑
n=1

sn�
R
n,d

]∣∣∣∣∣
b

.

(132)

2. (�Sζz )2 and (�Sζz )3

The calculation of (�Sζz
)2 is a straightforward generaliza-

tion of that for i〈〈SESint,1〉〉0, see Fig. 22.
The result is

�(zζz)2 = i(zζz)

ν

∫
p,εf

σfD2
2∑

n=1

sn�
R
n,d . (133)

FIG. 22. i〈〈δSESint,1〉〉0 contributing to �(zζz)2.

(�Sζz
)3 is also evaluated straightforwardly, see Figs. 23 and 24

for illustration, with the result

�(zζz)3 = ζD

2πν

∫
p
σf

[
D

∂

∂D
D

] 2∑
n=1

sn�
R
n,d

∣∣∣∣∣
b

. (134)

3. (�Sζz )4

The calculation follows the general scheme; see figures
Figs. 25 and 26 for illustration. Nevertheless, a comment is
in order here. As ζz is extracted from the diffuson, a factor of
εf arises under the integral. Therefore the partial integration
performed for i〈〈Sint,1δSf,z〉〉0 produces an additional term. Let
us display the intermediate results

i〈〈Sint,1δSf,z〉〉0 = − iπz

2
Tr[{ε,ζz}Qs]

×
∫

p,εf

|εf |D2∂εf

2∑
n=1

sn�
R
n,d (135)

−〈〈SESintδSf,z〉〉0 = πzTr[{ε,ζz}Qs]

×
∫

p,εf

z|εf |D3
2∑

n=1

sn�
R
n,d (136)

As already mentioned, a partial integration performed for
i〈〈Sint,1δSf,z〉〉0 produces an additional term that does not arise
for the corrections discussed before. Taking into consideration
a partial cancellation between the two contributions, the total
result can be formulated as

�(zζz)4 = ζz

2πν

∫
p
σf

[
z

∂

∂z
D

] 2∑
n=1

sn�
R
n,d

∣∣∣∣∣
b

− i(zζz)

ν

∫
p,εf

σfD2
2∑

n=1

sn�
R
n,d . (137)

FIG. 23. i〈〈Sint,1δSf,D〉〉0 contributing to �(zζz)3.
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FIG. 24. −〈〈SESint,1δSf,D〉〉0 contributing to �(zζz)3.

4. Summary–�ζz

We immediately observe a cancellation between �(zζz)1

and �(zζz)4. One may sum the remaining terms to give

�(zζz) = 1

2πν

4∑
j=1

ζj

∫
p
σf Xj

∂

∂Xj

[
D

2∑
n=1

sn�
R
n,d

]∣∣∣∣∣
b

.

(138)

Remembering the expression for �z, Eq. (122), we can
formulate the final result in the following compact way:

�(zδζz) =
4∑

j=1

ζjXj

δ

δXj

�z. (139)

The result assumes that the definition of the boundary does not
depend on any of the Xi .

C. RG for the interaction term

The term we consider is

Sζ�
= i

2
(πν)2

2∑
n=1

〈
Tr

[
ζ�n

φnQ
]
Tr[φnQ]

〉

= −π2ν

2

∫
εi

(
Tr

[
γ1ζ�1Qαα,ε2ε1

]
�1Tr

[
γ2Qββ,ε4ε3

]
− Tr

[
γ1ζ�2Qαβ,ε2ε1

]
�2Tr

[
γ2Qβα,ε4ε3

])
δε1−ε2,ε4−ε3 .

(140)

FIG. 25. i〈〈Sint,1δSf,z〉〉0 contributing to �(zζz)4.

FIG. 26. −〈〈SESint,1δSf,z〉〉0 contributing to �(zζz)4.

The corrections to Sζ�
are closely related to those to Sint.

Therefore let us first list all the contributions to �Sint:

�Sint = 〈Sint〉0 + i

2

〈〈
S2

int,1

〉〉
0
+ i

〈〈
Sint,1Sint,2

〉〉
0

−1

2

〈〈
S2

int,1Sint,2
〉〉

0
− 1

2

〈〈
Sint,1S

2
int,2

〉〉
0

− i

4

〈〈
S2

int,1S
2
int,2

〉〉
0
. (141)

Apart from the first contribution, each term gives rise to
a pair of diagrams renormalizing �1 and �2, respectively.
The corrections listed in Eq. (141) have been discussed in
Ref. [37], where they were referred to as (�Sint)0 − (�Sint)5.
For the convenience of the reader, we reproduce these “bare”
diagrams in Fig. 27. Returning to the renormalization in
the presence of the gravitational potentials, we will use the
corresponding diagrams as the basis for our discussion, and
label the corrections as (�Sζ�

)0 − (�Sζ�
)5. Let us first note

that for each diagram the gravitational potentials can be
extracted in different ways. First, ζ�n

may be extracted from
the interaction vertices, which amounts to the replacement
Sint → δSint. Then, the gravitational potentials can be extracted
from the dressed interaction lines with the use of the well
known substitution (89). Further, for each term, we may insert
δSf,D and δSf,z inside the average.

It is worth mentioning that the insertion of δSf,D and δSf,z

into the expressions for �Sint, Eq. (141), gives not only rise
to corrections to Sζ�

, but this procedure also generates terms
containing either only a single Q matrix or three Q matrices.
It will be argued in Appendix B, however, that these terms are
eventually not important for the RG analysis.

In the following, we will discuss the corrections (�Sζ�
)0

and (�Sζ�
)1 in detail. The other corrections can be obtained

along the same lines.

1. (�Sζ�
)0

Here, we have the following contributions:(
�Sζ�

)
0 = 〈δSint〉0 + i〈〈SintδSf,D〉〉0. (142)

This case is special in the sense that the expected term
i〈〈SintδSf,z〉〉0 is absent. This is so, because for this correction
all appearing frequencies are fixed to be small since they are
arguments of the slow matrices U , Ū , while δSf,z contains
only fast frequencies.

The calculation for 〈δSint〉0 closely resembles that for
〈Sint〉0. For an illustration, see Fig. 28, only δSint,1 contributes.
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0

1(a (1) b)

2(a (2) b)

3(a (3) b)

4(a (4) b)

5(a (5) b)

FIG. 27. The diagrams describing corrections to �1 and �2 listed
in Eq. (141).

One obtains

〈δSint〉0 = π

2

∫
εi

δε1−ε2,ε4−ε3

∫
p
D(p,0)

× Tr
[
γ1ζ�1Qαβ,ε2ε1

]
Tr

[
γ2Qβα,ε4ε3

]
�1

− Tr
[
γ1ζ�2Qαα,ε2ε1

]
Tr

[
γ2Qββ,ε4ε3

]
�2. (143)

FIG. 28. 〈δSint,1〉0 contributing to (�Sζ�
)0. No dressing of the

interaction is required here, since all frequencies are fixed to be slow,
while momenta are fast.

FIG. 29. i〈〈SintδSf,D〉〉0 contributing to (�Sζ�
)0.

No dressing of the interaction is required here because all
frequencies are fixed to be slow, while momenta are fast. It
will be convenient to present this result in the form

〈δSint〉0 = π

2

4∑
j=1

∫
εi

δε1−ε2,ε4−ε3

∫
p
D(p,0)

×Tr
[
γ1ζjQαβ,ε2ε1

]
Tr

[
γ2Qβα,ε4ε3

]
Xj

∂

∂Xj

�1

− Tr
[
γ1ζjQαα,ε2ε1

]
Tr

[
γ2Qββ,ε4ε3

]
Xj

∂

∂Xj

�2.

(144)

For the second term,

i〈〈SintSf,D〉〉0 = π

2

4∑
j=1

∫
εi

δε1−ε2,ε4−ε3�1Xj

∂

∂Xj

∫
D(p,0)

× (
Tr

[
γ1ζjQαβ,ε2ε1

]
Tr

[
γ2Qβα,ε4ε3

]
�1

− Tr
[
γ1δzjQαα,ε2ε1

]
Tr

[
γ2Qββ,ε4ε3

]
�2).

(145)

For an illustration, see Fig. 29.
From Eqs. (144) and (145), we find

(
�

(
�1ζ�1

))
0 = 1

πν

4∑
j=1

ζjXj

δ

δXj

[
�2

∫
p
D(p,0)

]
, (146)

(
�

(
�2ζ�2

))
0 = 1

πν

4∑
j=1

ζjXj

δ

δXj

[
�1

∫
p
D(p,0)

]
. (147)

2. (�Sζ�
)1

We have the following contributions:(
�Sζ�

)
1 = i〈〈Sint,1δSint,1〉〉0 − 1

2

〈〈
S2

int,1δSf,D

〉〉0

− 1
2

〈〈
S2

int,1δSf,z

〉〉
0
. (148)

Denoting the corrections on the right-hand side of Eq. (148)
as C1 to C3 in the order of appearance, the results have the
following common structure:

Ck = −π2i

2

4∑
j=1

∫
εi

δε1−ε2,ε4−ε3 I
j

k

× (
Tr

[
γ1ζjQαα,ε2ε1

]
Tr

[
γ2Qββ,ε4ε3

]
− 2Tr

[
γ1ζjQαβ,ε2ε1

]
Tr

[
γ2Qβα,ε4ε3

])
, (149)
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FIG. 30. i〈〈Sint,1δSint,1〉〉0 contributing to (�Sζ�
)1. Note that there

are additional symmetry-related diagrams.

where the integrals Ij

k read

Ij

1 =
∫

p,εf

σf

[
Xj

∂

∂Xj

(
�R

2,d

)2
]
D2, (150)

Ij

2 =
∫

p,εf

σf

(
�R

2,d

)2
D

∂

∂D
D2, (151)

Ij

3 =
∫

p,εf

σf

(
�R

2d

)2
z

∂

∂z
D2. (152)

This is illustrated in Figs. 30–32.
The total result can conveniently be formulated as

(�(�1ζz))1 = i

ν

4∑
j=1

ζjXj

δ

δXj

∫
p,εf

σf

(
�R

2d

)2 D2,

(�(�2ζz))1 = 2i

ν

4∑
j=1

ζjXi

δ

δXj

∫
p,εf

σf

(
�R

2d

)2 D2. (153)

3. Summary - �ζ�n

The remaining 2–5 terms can be obtained from the
corresponding parent diagrams in Fig. 27 in a similar way.
It turns out that we can write the results in a compact and
intuitive form as follows:

�(�nζn) =
4∑

j=1

ζjXj

δ

δXj

��n, n = 1,2. (154)

FIG. 31. − 1
2 〈〈S2

int,1δSf,D〉〉0 contributing to (�Sζ�
)1.

FIG. 32. − 1
2 〈〈S2

int,1δSf,z〉〉0 contributing to (�Sζ�
)1.

D. Fixed point in the RG flow of the gravitational potentials

After a rather tedious calculation, complicated by the fact
that in products of the form ŪζX(ε,ε′)U matrices Ū and U

remain intact, we find that the final result of the RG analysis
acquires a very compact form:

�(Xi0ζi0 ) =
4∑

j=1

ζjXj

∂

∂Xj

(�Xi0 ). (155)

Remarkably, the result holds for all Xj ∈ {D,z,�1,�2}. The
RG corrections may acquire this characteristic form owing to
the fact that the source terms enter the action Sζ in combination
with their charges in a multiplicative way. The result bears a
certain resemblance with the multiplicative RG. [48].

Now, we show that the point ζ init
j that describes the initial

conditions for the RG flow of the gravitation potentials, see
Eq. (52), is in fact its fixed point. Let us first consider the
flow of ζD described by Eq. (120), starting from ζj = ζ init

j . A
central fact here is that after integration over frequency, the
amplitudes �1,2 and z enter �ζD only via the ratios �1,2/z.
Then, a special feature of the initial point is that when ζz =
ζ�1,2 , the contributions provided by X�1,2 and Xz cancel out.
(Indeed, quite generally, [a ∂

∂a
+ b ∂

∂b
]f (a/b) = 0.) It remains

only ζD itself, but it cannot start flowing because its initial
value is zero.

One can show next, using the known RG equations for the
charges Xi , that none of the sources ζj change, if renormaliza-
tion starts from the initial point (in the multiparametric space
of source fields) as given by Eq. (52). Indeed, the RG equations
in the absence of sources have a rigid structure dictated by the
NLσM:

dρ

d ln λ−1
= β

(
ρ;

�2

z
,
�1

z

)
, (156)

dYi

d ln λ−1
= zβi

(
ρ;

�2

z
,
�1

z

)
, (157)

where Yi ∈ {z,�1,�2}, ρ = ((2π )2νD)−1 and λ < 1 deter-
mines the width of the energy interval at the RG integration.
Then, it follows immediately from Eqs. (155) and (157) that
the parameters ζX do not flow, provided that ζD = 0 holds
initially and all remaining ζY are equal. Note the important
fact that ζD cannot be generated by other sources if they are
equal.

Thus, we observe the existence of a fixed point, which is
a rather nontrivial result for a multi-parametric flow. In the
discussed problem, it is connected with the conservation of
energy in the interacting NLσM.
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VI. HEAT DENSITY, SPECIFIC HEAT AND THE STATIC
PART OF THE CORRELATION FUNCTION

In this section, we calculate the collective mode contribu-
tion to the specific heat. The specific heat can be obtained
in different ways. It can be obtained from the temperature-
dependent part of the (average) heat density. Indeed, it follows
from the relation 〈k〉 = − 1

V
∂β ln Zg , where Zg symbolizes the

grand canonical partition function and β = 1/T , that

c = −T

V
∂2
T � = ∂T 〈k〉T . (158)

On the other hand, the specific heat can also be obtained from
the static limit of the correlation function, compare Eq. (23),

c = − 1

T
χ st

kk, χ st
kk = χkk(q → 0,ω = 0). (159)

In the following, we will demonstrate that both mentioned
approaches indeed lead to the same result.

A. Heat density of the diffusion modes and the specific heat

We start with the expression for the heat density of
the diffusion modes kdm(x) = (i/2)δZ/δη2(x) putting the
classical component of the gravitational field η1 to zero.
According to Eqs. (47) and (48),

kdm(x) = −πνiz

4
tr[γ̂2(∂t − ∂t ′)t ′=t δQ̂tt ′(r)]

− π2ν

16

2∑
i=1

3∑
l=0

tr[γ̂iσ
lδQ̂tt (r)]tr[γ̂iσ

lδQ̂tt (r)]

× diag(�ρ,�σ ,�σ ,�σ )ll . (160)

The collective mode contributions originate from the expan-
sion of δQ in Eq. (160). We define

kdm
ε = −πνiz

8
tr
[
γ2(∂t − ∂t ′)t ′=t σ̂3P̂

2
t t ′ (r)

]
, (161)

kdm
� = −π2ν

16

2∑
i=1

3∑
k=0

tr[γ̂iσkσ̂3P̂tt (r)]tr[γ̂iσkσ̂3P̂tt (r)]

× diag(�ρ,�σ ,�σ ,�σ )kk. (162)

For a diagrammatic representation, see Fig. 33.

+ + + . . .

+ + + . . .

kd
ε :

kd
Γ :

FIG. 33. The two contributions to the heat density. Rectangles
symbolize the scattering amplitudes; rescattering is either in the
singlet channel with amplitudes �ρ , or in the triplet channel with
amplitudes �σ .

The expressions in Eqs. (161) and (162) can be averaged
with the help of the contraction rule (83). The following
identities are useful:

1 − Fε+ ω
2
Fε− ω

2
= Bω

(
Fε+ ω

2
− Fε− ω

2

)
, (163)

1 − F2
ε = 2TF ′

ε, (164)∫
ε

(
Fε+ ω

2
− Fε− ω

2

) = ω

π
, (165)

where Bω = coth ω
2T

is the bosonic equilibrium distribution
function. One obtains

kdm
ε = − z

2

∫
q,ω

ωBω(D − D1 + 3(D − D2)), (166)

kdm
� = −1

2

∫
q,ω

ωBω(�ρD1 + 3�σD2). (167)

For the frequency part, the relation D−1
1,2 − D−1 = iω�ρ,σ has

been employed. After symmetrization, one finds for the total
collective mode contribution to the heat density,

kdm = kdm
ε + kdm

� = 1

2

∫
q,ω

ωBωDq2

× (z1D1D1 − zDD + 3z2D2D2 − 3zDD). (168)

This formula is rather intuitive. The collective mode contribu-
tion to the heat density is determined by the energy weighted
with the distribution function and multiplied by the spectral
function of the diffusion modes. [In Ref. [35] a similar formula
was obtained (for z = 1, i.e., without renormalization). In the
formalism presented in that paper, the terms with the product
DD̄ are attributed to separate degrees of freedom, termed ghost
fields. The presence of these terms insures that the collective
mode contribution vanishes in the limit �i → 0.]

The collective mode contribution to the specific heat can
be obtained by differentiation with respect to temperature,
cdm = ∂T kdm. The integrals obtained after differentiating the
expression given in Eq. (168) are logarithmic and depend on
parameters which are themselves determined by the RG flow.
The analysis of such quantities has to be performed in the
framework of the RG. It works as follows: differentiating
Bω in Eq. (168) with respect to temperature constrains the
frequency ω to be of order T , which is the lowest scale in the
RG procedure. Then, neglecting frequencies in all diffusion
propagators D and Di in the expression for kdm, one may
recollect the coefficient z1 + 3z2 − 4z = 2(2�2 − �1) for the
remaining logarithmic integral in the momentum q. As a result,
one obtains the RG equation for the specific heat cdm, which, as
it turns out, coincides with the RG equation for z first obtained
in Ref. [12],

dcdm

c0d ln λ−1
= dz

d ln λ−1
= ρ(2�2 − �1). (169)

The contribution of fermions, which stayed inert in the
discussion so far, provides the starting point for the RG
calculation. Finally, adding the fermionic contribution and the
contribution of diffusion modes to the specific heat, one finds
that in the disordered Fermi liquid,

c = c0 + cdm = zc0 (170)
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as a result of renormalizations induced by the diffusion modes.
This result was first obtained in Ref. [49].

A further comment is in order here. In this paper, we
consistently express physical quantities in terms of the Keldysh
component of the Green’s function. This is what is obtained
when taking the derivative with respect to the quantum
source field. Correspondingly, the distribution functions F
and B enter the integrals. Strictly speaking, one should work
with the Fermi-distribution nF (ε) = (exp(ε/T ) + 1)−1 and the
Planck distribution nP (ε) = (exp(ε/T ) − 1)−1 instead (they
are related as F = 1 − 2nF and B = 1 + 2nP ). These would
automatically be obtained when using the so-called lesser
components of the Green’s function G< = (GK − GR +
GA)/2 instead of the Keldysh component. For the temperature
dependence of thermodynamic quantities or for the correlation
functions either formulation may be used. However, for the
constant part of thermodynamic quantities, as encountered
here, one should be more careful and replace B by 2nP in
Eq. (168). The advantage of using the Keldysh component is
that it is more convenient to work with.

B. Static limit of the correlation function

We now turn to the calculation of the specific heat based
on its relation to the static part of the correlation function,
χ st

kk , see Eq. (23). In view of Eq. (29), one can obtain χkk

by differenting the heat density kη(x) = (i/2)δZ/δη2(x) with
respect to the classical component of the gravitational potential
η1. Therefore, unlike kdm in Eq. (160), the quantity kη(x) has to
be obtained in the presence of η1. Starting again from Eqs. (47)
and (48), one obtains

kη(x) = − πνiz

4
tr[γ̂2(∂t − ∂t ′)t ′=t δQ̂tt ′ (r)](1 − 2η1(x))

− π2ν

16

2∑
i=1

3∑
l=0

tr[γ̂iσ
lδQ̂tt (r)]tr[γ̂iσ

lδQ̂tt (r)]

× diag(�ρ,�σ ,�σ ,�σ )ll(1 − 2η1(x))

− γ k
• T ∂T k0η1(x) + k, (171)

where the heat density k is related to the specific heat c = zc0

as ∂T k = c.
For the calculation of the collective mode contribution to

the heat density, we expand the expression for kη up to second
order in the generators P̂ . For the calculation of χ st

kk , besides the
explicit dependence on the classical gravitational potential η1

in Eq. (171), an implicit dependence arises due to the averaging
with respect to the η1-dependent action. For obtaining the
static part χ st

kk , it is further sufficient to work with a constant,
i.e., x-independent gravitational potential η1, according to the
formula χ st

kk = ∂kη/∂η1.
We write the static part as the sum of three terms,

χ st
kk = χ

st,0
kk + χ

st,ε
kk + χ

st,�
kk . (172)

For the first contribution, χ
st,0
kk , we take the one originating

from the fermionic degrees, χ
st,0
kk = −c0T . Further renormal-

izations due to the diffusion modes give rise to the parameter
γ k

• , which we have to determine now.

η2

η1

η2

η1

η2

η1

η2η1
η2

η1

+ +

+ + + . . .

χst,ε
kk :

FIG. 34. Diagrams contributing to χ
st,ε
kk in the static correlation

function. Only topologically different diagrams displayed.

The contributions originating from the diffusion mode
terms are

χ
st,ε
kk = −πνiz

8
(∂η1 − 2)tr[γ2(∂t − ∂t ′)t ′=t σ̂3P̂

2
t t ′(r)]

χ
st,�
kk = −π2ν

16

2∑
i=1

3∑
k=0

diag(�ρ,�σ ,�σ ,�σ )kk

× (∂η1 − 2)tr[γ̂iσkσ̂3P̂tt (r)]tr[γ̂iσkσ̂3P̂tt (r)]. (173)

For a diagrammatic representation of these two contributions
see Figs. 34 and 35.

The calculation of χ
st,ε
kk and χ

st,�
kk is obviously related to

that of kdm
ε and kdm

� . However, as has already been argued
above, for the static part of the correlation function we need
to account for the η1 dependence of the action. In order to
calculate the contributions arising from the differentiation ∂η1 ,
it is instructive to note that for η2 = 0, as relevant here, η1

enters the action only through the combinations z(1 − η1) and
�i(1 − η1). This allows us to replace

(∂η1 − 2) → Oη = (−z∂z − �ρ∂�ρ
− �σ∂�σ

− 2
)

(174)

in Eq. (173). The advantage of this replacement is that one can
find the static limit of the correlation function directly from
the expressions for the heat density, which have already been

η2

η1

η2

η1

η2

η1

η2

η1

η2
η1

+ +

+ + + . . .

χst,Γ
kk :

FIG. 35. Diagrams contributing to χ
st,�
kk in the static correlation

function. Only topologically different diagrams displayed.
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obtained previously, see Eqs. (166) and (167),

χ
ε,st
kk = −1

2
zOη

∫
qω

ωBω(D − D1 + 3(D − D2)),

χ
�,st
kk = −1

2

[
�ρOη

∫
qω

ωBωD1 + 3�σOη

∫
qω

ωBωD2

]
.

(175)

After straightforward transformations, we can write the sum
as

χ
ε,st
kk + χ

�,st
kk = − 1

2
z1

(
z1∂z1 + 2

) ∫
qω

ωBωDq2D1D1

− 3

2
z2

(
z2∂z2 + 2

) ∫
qω

ωBωDq2D2D2

+ 1

2
z(z∂z + 2)

∫
qω

ωBωDq2(DD + 3DD),

(176)

and further as

χ
ε,st
kk + χ

�,st
kk = −1

2

∫
qω

ωBωDq2(ω∂ω + 2)

× [z1D1D1 + 3z2D2D2 − 4zDD]. (177)

Next, we use the relation ω(ω∂ω + 2)f (ω) = ∂ω(ω2f (ω))
and perform a partial integration in ω, keeping in mind our
previous discussion concerning the replacement B → 2nB ,
the boundary term may be discarded. Further, we may use
the identity ω∂ωBω = −T ∂TBω. The result is

χ
ε,st
kk + χ

�,st
kk = −T ∂T kdm, (178)

where kdm is given in formula (168).
Taking into consideration the arguments that lead us to

Eq. (170), we find that renormalizations induced by the
diffusion modes yield γ k

• = z,

χ st
kk = −γ k

• T ∂T k0 = −zc0T . (179)

Thus, by a direct calculation, we checked the general relation
connecting the specific heat and the static part of the correlation
function in the presence of the RG corrections. This calculation
involves, in particular, the quadratic part in the expansion of
λ̂, which gives an additional support for the form stated in
Eqs. (47)–(49).

VII. SUMMARY: HEAT DENSITY
CORRELATION FUNCTION

Here, we calculate the heat-density correlation function in
the ladder approximation assuming that all integrations over
fast diffusion modes have already been performed. As usual,
the correlation function is presented as a sum of two parts, the
static part and the dynamical one.

The static part has already been found above, we now
turn to the dynamical part of the correlation function. In the
ladder approximation, only those contributions are selected,
which do not include an integration over slow momenta
and frequencies of the slow diffusion modes. In particular,
this excludes those terms, which originate from gravitational
potentials entering the interaction terms. It means that the

relevant contribution originates only from the sources entering
the frequency part (provided that the kinetic part does not
acquire gravitational sources as a result of renormalizations;
the absence of such terms has already been checked above). In
order to facilitate a comparison with the density-density and
spin density-spin-density correlation functions and to stress
the constraints imposed by the conservation laws, we write the
relevant term of the action as

SεηQ = 1
2πνγ z

�Tr[{ε̂,η̂}δQ]. (180)

Here, the dimensionless coefficient γ z
�, with initial value

γ z
� = 1, has been introduced in order to allow for vertex

corrections of the frequency vertex. Consistency with the
claimed form of the action, Eq. (47), would require γ z

� = z.
Indeed, we have already obtained this relation for the η1 term
as a result of lengthy calculation in Sec. V B, γ z

�(η1) = z.
Here, the argument η1 indicates that we refer to the coefficient
associated with the η1 vertex. As we will see momentarily,
precisely the same relation is imposed for the η2 term by the
energy conservation law, γ z

�(η2) = z.
One obtains with the use of (58) that

χ
dyn
kk (x1,x2) = 2i(πν)2γ�(η1)γ�(η2)

∫
εε′ωω′

εε′�ε′
1,ε

′
2

× 〈
dcl

0;ε1ε2
(r1)dq

0;ε′
2ε

′
1
(r2)

〉
e−it1ω+it2ω

′
, (181)

where ε1,2 = ε ± ω
2 , ε′

1,2 = ε′ ± ω′
2 . Only the singlet channel

contributes. Using the contraction rule (83) for the evaluation,
we find that rescattering is not effective, since otherwise two
independent frequency integrations of the type

∫
ε
ε�ε1,ε2 = 0

arise. Without rescattering, one immediately finds

χ
dyn
kk (q,ω) = − 2πνγ z

�(η1)γ z
�(η2)iD(q,ω)

×
∫

ε

ε2
(
Fε+ ω

2
− Fε− ω

2

)
≈ γ z

�(η1)γ z
�(η2)c0T

−iω

Dq2 − izω
, (182)

where the relation
∫
ε
ε2∂εFε = πT 2/3 has been used. For an

illustration, see Fig. 36.
Combining the static and the dynamical parts, Eqs. (179)

and (182), we find the heat density correlation function in the
following form:

χkk(q,ω) = −c0T γ k
•

Dq2 − iω
(
z − γ z

�(η1)γ z
�(η2)

γ k•

)
Dq2 − izω

. (183)

Energy conservation requires that the relation
limω→0 limq→0 χkk(q,ω) = 0 is fulfilled. This requirement

γz D γz

FIG. 36. The dynamical heat density correlation function in
the ladder approximation. Sequence of dotted lines symbolizes the
diffusion D. Rescattering generated by the interaction amplitudes is
not effective: otherwise, two independent frequency integrations arise
and such terms vanish. Vertices are equal to z.
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leads to an important relation that connects all the amplitudes
determining the renormalizations arising in the heat density
correlation function:

z = γ z
�(η1)γ z

�(η2)

γ k•
. (184)

It has already been shown that γ z
�(η1) = γ k

• = z. Then, it
follows from the above relation that γ z

�(η2) = z must also
hold as expected from the general form of the NLσM. In
a similar situation, the corresponding relations have been
checked explicitly in Ref. [37] for vertices relevant for the
density-density correlation function and the spin-density spin-
density correlation functions. It is also instructive to note
that with only rather small modifications one may perform
the same analysis within the Replica nonlinear sigma-model
based on the Matsubara formalism, in which only one type
of vertex appears from the very beginning. (Recall that the
calculations presented in the present paper involve both the
linear and quadratic terms in the expansion of λ̂, which gives
an additional support for the renormalized form of the NLσM
in the presence of the gravitational potentials.)

Employing the relation presented in Eq. (184), we come to
the known structure of the correlation function

χkk(q,ω) = −T c
Dkq2

Dkq2 − iω
, (185)

where Dk = D/z is the heat diffusion coefficient. It follows for
the thermal conductivity that κ = cDk = c0D. In combination
with the RG results for the conductivity of the disordered Fermi
liquid, σ = 2e2νD, this yields the WFL κ/σ = π2T/3e2.

Why does the WFL hold for low-temperature transport in
the disordered Fermi liquid despite the strong renormalizations
of various physical quantities including the specific heat,
the electric and the thermal conductivities? Tracing back the
derivation of the WFL law we note the following key ingre-
dients. (i) The theory is renormalizable, i.e., all logarithmic
renormalizations originating from the energy interval between
temperature T and the inverse scattering rate 1/τ can be
absorbed into the RG charges of the theory, D, z, �1, and �2.
(ii) The frequency renormalization is related to the specific heat
as z = c/c0. (iii) The heat density correlation function may
be calculated in the ladder approximation on the basis of the
renormalized theory. Points (i) and (ii) were discussed at length
in this manuscript. It is worth, however, to further comment
on point (iii). Here, we silently assume that all logarithmic
corrections indeed originate from the RG interval, i.e., from
energies exceeding the temperature. Note in this context that
the use of the ladder approximation in Eq. (182) immediately
implies a restriction to collisionless kinetics. One may in fact
study collision processes on the basis of the renormalized
sigma-model as given in Eq. (45) or (46) when the restriction
to the ladder approximation is lifted. Such a calculation shows
that the inclusion of collisions into the calculation does not lead
to additional logarithmic corrections for the disordered Fermi
liquid with short-range interactions. The case of the long-range
Coulomb interactions, however, is different [28,31–36].

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed a renormalization group
approach to the calculation of thermal conductivity in the
disordered Fermi liquid. The goal was to study the nonanalytic
(e.g., logarithmic) corrections arising for the heat conductivity
in an interacting disordered system. Since the kinetic equation
approach is not well-suited for the summation of the logarith-
mic singularities, we used the Kubo formalism to implement
the RG technique for the analysis of thermal transport.
More specifically, we studied the heat density-heat density
correlation function. When complemented with the continuity
equation for the heat density, this correlation function allows
finding the heat conductivity.

Following Luttinger, we introduced a gravitational po-
tential [26–28] coupled to the heat density. The correlation
function could then be generated via a differentiation of the
partition function with respect to this “thermal source.” During
the course of the RG analysis, the renormalization of the source
needed to be monitored simultaneously with that of the other
terms in the action. As a result of this procedure the correlation
function could be calculated at the new RG scale, allowing for
the extraction of the heat conductivity and the specific heat.

The RG analysis of a disordered fermionic system is
conveniently performed with the help of a NLσM. With
this aim in mind, we derived a NLσM in the presence of
the gravitational potentials, starting from the microscopic
formulation in real time and using the Keldysh contour for the
time integration. Unfortunately, the microscopic expression for
the heat density contains pieces that are quartic in the electron
creation and annihilation operators, in addition to quadratic
ones. As a consequence, the action of the extended nonlinear
sigma model contains several terms hosting the gravitational
potential. Furthermore, when determining the RG flow one
should distinguish the gravitational potentials for different
terms, i.e., allow for the possibility that the potentials in the
extended sigma model transform in different ways. Note in
this connection, that although we illustrated the procedure by
a large number of diagrams, the calculations were performed
using the field-theoretical technique of the NLσM.

The derivation of the NLσM has been complicated by the
fact that the gravitational potential couples to the disorder term
in the action, because the heat density contains the disorder
potential explicitly. In order to overcome this difficulty and
follow the standard route for the derivation of the NLσM, we
devised a transformation of the fermionic fields that allowed us
to remove the gravitational field from the disorder-dependent
part of the action. Unfortunately, this could be done only at
the expense of introducing terms nonlinear in the gravitational
potentials. For the calculation of the dynamical part of the heat
density-heat density correlation function, which determines
the thermal conductivity in linear response, it is sufficient to
keep terms linear in the gravitational potential. In order to find
the static part of the correlation function, however, one has to
use both linear and quadratic terms. The knowledge of both
the dynamical and static parts of the heat density-heat density
correlation function allows checking its intimate connection
with the energy conservation law. This check provides strong
support for the validity of the NLσM extended by the
gravitational potentials. In addition, the static limit of the
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correlation function is directly related to the specific heat.
The consistency of the static part with a direct calculation of
the specific heat based on differentiating the heat density with
respect to temperature allows for an additional cross-check.

The most striking feature of the developed theory is
that in spite of its complicated structure the gravitational
potentials exhibit an RG fixed point. This is a rather nontrivial
observation because the RG flows of all the potentials are
controlled by different equations. Moreover, it turns out that
from the very beginning the system is located at this fixed point
and as a result, there is no flow of the gravitational potentials.
The absence of this flow eventually ensures the vanishing of the
heat-density heat-density correlation function when one takes
the limit q → 0 keeping the frequency finite, a manifestation
of the energy conservation law.

The analysis performed in this paper leads us to the
conclusion that the appropriate generalized NLσM for the
description of thermal transport in the Fermi liquid with short
range interactions reads as

S = πνi

4
Tr[D(∇Q̂)2 + 2iz{ε̂,λ̂}δQ̂]

− π2ν

4

∫
r,εi

δε1−ε2,ε4−ε3

× (
tr
[
λ̂γ̂iδQ̂αα;ε1ε2

]
γ̂

ij

2 �1tr
[
γ̂j δQ̂ββ;ε3ε4

]
− tr

[
λ̂γ̂iδQ̂αβ;ε1ε2

]
γ̂

ij

2 �2tr
[
γ̂j δQ̂βα;ε3ε4

])
− 2k

∫
x

η2(x) + z(T c0)
∫

x

�ηT γ̂2 �η, (186)

where the heat density k and the specific heat c = zc0 (with
c0 = 2π2νT /3) are related as ∂T k = c. All logarithmic singu-
larities originating from the interaction of diffusion modes with
energies in the RG interval between temperature and scattering
rate are fully accounted for by the temperature-dependent RG
parameters D, z, �1, and �2. The gravitational potential η̂

enters the action through the auxiliary quantity λ̂ = 1/(1 + η̂).
Finally, note that the use of the gravitational potentials for
linear response calculations is not restricted to the Keldysh
technique. Indeed, for the purpose of the RG calculations
presented in this paper, the replica sigma model in a suitably
extended form could be used as well.

A study of the heat conductivity based on the heat-density
heat-density correlation function has first been performed in
Refs. [29] and [50]. However, this study did not employ the
extended NLσM but used a diagrammatic technique. The
direct calculation of the heat-density heat-density correlation
function also provides information about the renormalization
of vertices. Still, following this route it is difficult to trace the
renormalization of terms that are absent in the initial model.
This is precisely the case for the diffusive term that contains ζD .
Correspondingly, calculations equivalent to those in Sec. V A
were not performed. Fortunately, for the case of short-range
electron-electron interactions, the results obtained in Refs. [29]
and [50] remain valid. This happens because the bare theory
places the gravitational potentials at a fixed point of the RG
flow.

Let us discuss the WFL at different tempera-
tures [19,29,35,51]. At temperatures much larger than the

scattering rate, of the order of the Fermi energy, inelastic pro-
cesses can lead to a strong violation of the Wiedemann-Franz
law. At temperatures larger than the scattering rate, yet much
smaller than the Fermi energy so that the inelastic scattering
becomes less important [35], the WFL is a generic property
of the Fermi liquid: charge and energy are transferred by the
same quasiparticles. For temperatures less, but still comparable
with 1/τ , these quasiparticles move diffusively because of the
frequent scattering on the impurity potential. Still, a connection
with the Fermi liquid origin is preserved, because scattering is
elastic. Finally, the RG calculation demonstrates that at much
lower temperatures, despite the various nonanalytic correction
induced by the nonlinear interaction of diffusion modes, the
WFL still holds. This happens in a situation when it is a
formidable task to directly trace the connection of the WFL
with the original Fermi liquid.
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APPENDIX A: SPECIFIC HEAT

In this Appendix, we derive an auxiliary relation between
the specific heat at constant chemical potential,

Cμ = −T ∂2
T � = T

∂S

∂T

∣∣∣∣
μ,V

, (A1)

compare Eq. (14), and the specific heat at constant particle
number,

CN = T
∂S

∂T

∣∣∣∣
N,V

. (A2)

Here, S is the thermodynamic entropy.
First, note the thermodynamic relation (from now on the

volume V is taken as constant)

∂S

∂T

∣∣∣∣
N

= ∂S

∂T

∣∣∣∣
μ

− ∂N

∂T

∣∣∣∣
μ

∂S

∂μ

∣∣∣∣
T

∂μ

∂N

∣∣∣∣
T

. (A3)

Further, one can make use of the Maxwell relation

∂S

∂μ

∣∣∣∣
T

= − ∂�

∂μ∂T
= ∂N

∂T

∣∣∣∣
μ

. (A4)

In this way, one arrives at the result

CN = Cμ − T

(
∂N
∂T

∣∣
μ

)2

∂N
∂μ

∣∣∣
T

= Cμ − T

(
∂S
∂μ

∣∣∣
T

)2

∂N
∂μ

∣∣∣
T

. (A5)

As the entropy vanishes for T → 0, we find from the second
relation that at low temperatures we do not need to distinguish
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the two quantities CN and Cμ, compare also Ref. [52]. This
fact was used in Sec. II B, where we found it more convenient
to work with the normalized quantities cμ = Cμ/V and cN =
CN/V .

APPENDIX B: ADDITIONAL TERMS

Here, we discuss a number of terms that appear in
intermediate stages of the RG procedure described in Sec. V,
but have not been discussed so far. The terms in question are
related to the renormalization of the interaction amplitudes, but
have a form that is different from the original interaction terms.
Fortunately, they vanish once the relation ζD = 0 is used. Note
in this respect that it is legitimate to enforce this condition right
from the beginning since the terms under discussion are not
present in the original model, i.e., they cannot give a feedback
for the renormalization of the kinetic term and therefore do
not affect the conclusion that ζD = 0 holds during the RG
procedure.

The general problem arises for the contributions
originating from i〈〈SintδSf,D〉〉, − 1

2 〈〈S2
int,1δSf,D〉〉, and

− i
2 〈〈S2

int,1Sint,2δSf,D〉〉. As an illustration, we study the
case − 1

2 〈〈S2
int,1δSf,D〉〉. The relevant diagrams have already

been presented in Fig. 31. They consist of two generalized
polarization operators, one drawn on the left and one on
the right, connected by interaction lines. The desired result
should contain two Q-fields, one originating from the left
polarization operator, and one from the right. Due to the
presence of YζD

in δSf,D , however, there appear also terms
containing three Q matrices, for example. This is the case for
the two lower diagrams in Fig. 31. For one of these diagrams,
Fig. 37 illustrates how the three Q matrices can arise. The
expression for − 1

2 〈〈S2
int,1δSf,D〉〉 contains further terms with

only a single Q (while the remaining factors of U and Ū

cancel). As mentioned above, the additional terms described
here eventually vanish due to the condition δζD = 0.

One may ask whether a similar problem also exists when
substituting the kinetic term δSf,D by the frequency term δSf,z

in the above expressions. This is not the case. The reason
has already been pointed out in Sec. V A 4. The frequency

Q

Q
Q

FIG. 37. This diagram illustrates how an interaction term with
three Q matrices can arise from − 1

2 〈〈S2
int,1δSf,D〉〉, i.e., in the presence

of δYζD
. Such terms vanish, however, once the relation ζD = 0 is

used. For more details see the discussion in Appendix B.

originating from Sf,z can only be fast, since otherwise the
slow frequency εs would appear in the final answer and this
would overstep the accuracy of the approach (remember that
we are considering corrections to the interaction terms here).
Returning to our example, now with δSf,D replaced by δSf,z,
the relevant diagrams can be found in Fig. 32. It is immediately
obvious that no terms with three Q matrices can arise.

Finally, one might be worried to find terms with only one
pair of matrices U and Ū from the mentioned expressions.
In principle, this can happen if the other matrices U and Ū

cancel each other as a consequence of the identity UŪ = 1.
Such terms would be problematic unless they take the form
of Sζz

or SζD
, i.e., unless they are accompanied by a slow

frequency or slow momenta. Let us again consider the average
− 1

2 〈〈S2
int,1δSf,z〉〉 as an example. The main point here is that

when the cancellation of U and Ū takes place, we obtain
diagrams that have already been considered in the main text
in connection with the renormalization of ζz or ζD . Namely,
these are the terms i〈〈SintδSf,z〉〉 with dressed interaction (in
case U and Ū disappear from the right polarization operator
in Fig. 32), and 〈Sint〉 with the extraction of the gravitational
potential from the dressed interaction for the average 〈Sint〉 (in
case U and Ū disappear from the right polarization operator
in Fig. 32). These terms have already been accounted for and
thus no new terms are generated.
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